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IIN (54) Title: OPTIMAL LOAD CONTROLLER METHOD AND DEVICE

(57) Abstract: A method and device for optimizing power output of a power generation system having a load engaging system, a 
load optimizing system, a load selection system, a motive driver and one or more loads or power transfer parameters. The power 
generation system is configured using an electrical generator to consume system power out. The load engaging system decides 
when and how the load or power transfer parameters are applied to and removed from the system. The load selection system enables 
multiple power transfer parameters to be optimized by selecting and isolating one power transfer parameter at a time to be optimized. 
The load optimizing system optimizes system power output by manipulating the selected power transfer parameter, dynamically in 
response to change in power output.
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OPTIMAL LOAD CONTROLLER METHOD AND DEVICE 

DESCRIPTION

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to power generator systems, and specifically to optimizing 

system power output by varying system parameters that influence the generation of 

power.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Optimization of systems, which generate electricity or other forms of energy, is 

normally at most a one-time design issue. In general, the power transfer of the system is 

calculated once, at the time of design, or even never, and then it is assumed that the 

system will be operated at designed specifications thereafter.

An example of such a system is a vehicular engine and alternator combination. 

The alternator device acts as a load and generates power in the form of electricity from 

the mechanical power provided by the engine. (One could trace the source of power back 

another step: the mechanical power that is available is dependent upon the rate at which 

hydrocarbons are combusted).

Energy is defined as the ability to do work and is a conserved quantity. Work 

can be defined as a force that acts through a distance. Work can be conceptualized as 

energy consumed. Power is the rate at which work is consumed.

From an engineering perspective, work performed, in most cases, refers to useful 

work. The rate at which useful work is performed is expressed mathematically as:

power = work/time
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Efficiency can be thought of as a measurement of how much of the available 

energy was actually consumed to do useful work. Another way to conceptualize 

efficiency is:

efficiency = power available for useful work/ power provided

In the combustion engine alternator electrical power generating system, 

mechanical power is converted into electrical power that is consumed by various 

electrical loads in the vehicle. However only a portion of the mechanical power that was 

provided is converted to electrical power, to be used in a specific maimer. The power 

losses can mostly be accounted for as heat losses caused by friction in the conversion 

process from one form of power to another.

There are many factors that affect the efficiency with which power is converted 

from one form to another: such as from mechanical power to electrical power. For 

example: the typical automobile alternator is designed to run efficiently between 2 to 4 

thousand revolutions per minute. An application, such as a racing engine, may have the 

alternator running outside of its intended range of 2 to 4 thousand RPM, causing 

unattractive power losses. It is desirable to increase the efficiency of such devices.

Typical fixed-installation power generation facilities such as solar plants, 

windmills and electrical generators of all types have similar problems. A great deal of 

ingenuity goes into designing the motive power source (for example, the blades of a 

windmill or the thermodynamic properties of an active “wet” solar panels system) so as 

to derive the maximum power from the source whether it is solar, mechanical or chemical 

or combinations of these sources including engines of all types. Usually these schemes 

involve viewing the source of power (the car engine, the windmill, etc) as the component 

to be optimized, while the electricity-generating device (or device converting one form of 

power to another form of power) is designed separately or later. When an average value 

for the power generation source is found, in terms of RPM or other valid metrics of 

power generation, then an electricity generating device of appropriate size and design 

RPM is attached as the load on the power source and allowed to run, regardless of power 
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variations in the source, components wearing, or variations in other system parameters 

that ultimately affect the effectiveness of the power generation system.

The efficiency by which power is transferred from the power source to the load is 

influenced by loading and other power transfer considerations that affect the efficiency of 

system power output

Figure 1 is a simplified chart that illustrates generated power versus force (load, 

torque, counter torque) applied by the load in a typical power generating scenario where 

the input mechanical power is an engine with the “throttle” position set in a constant 

position that drives a generator/altemator. The force applied by the load is an electro

mechanical counter-torque used to generate electricity by the electrical 

generator/altemator (and may also consist of other power transfer parameters influencing 

generated power such as RPM, temperature, pressure etc). There is a fixed electrical 

load that is consuming the generated power.

• Power = force * (distance/time)

• As the counter torque (rotational force applied through a distance) is increased, 

RPM decreases.

• An optimum power transfer occurs as a balance between applied force and RPM 

is reached at a force loading of 8, graph point 106.

Figure 1 shows that generated power does not necessarily increase as the 

electromechanical counter torque that the generator places on the driving engine is 

increased. Figure 1 plots a graph demonstrating how the output generated electrical 

power varies as the electromechanical counter torque is increased on the driving engine. 
At zero levels of loading, such as a load between zero to one, illustrated in Figure 1 in the 

area of point 102, no power from the driving engine is converted into its desired form, 

electrical power. A good analogy of this is an engine that is not hooked up to an 

alternator, or a turbine that is not hooked up to a generator or an alternator. No power 

can be generated without a load.

As the generator begins to convert more mechanical power into electrical power, 

it places a greater mechanical load on the driving engine. This relationship of increased 

generated power from the generator placing a greater mechanical load on the driving 

engine as it converts mechanical power into electrical power reaches a maximum at a 
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load of between 7 and 9 in Figurel. (Figure 1 is normalized and is unitless for 

generality). Between these points, maximum power transfer from the driving engine to 

the desired form, electrical power, has occurred. Unfortunately, as the electromechanical 

counter torque that the generator places on the driving engine continues to increase, the 

RPM begins to decline such that the product of torque * RPM results in less generated 

power. While Figure 1 specifically illustrates generated electrical power versus force 

applied by load, it may also apply to mechanical power outputs, any type of input, and 

any type of load. An example would be a small windmill designed to pump water to 

livestock, having attached to it a quite large electricity-generating device such as a 

generator from a hydroelectric dam. Even if there is much wind, the windmill barely is 

able to turn over because of the large counter torque placed on it by the large generator 

and so little power is produced. If the wind slightly diminishes then the windmill is 

entirely overpowered by the load and ceases to turn, again resulting in no power 

generation, as might be depicted by point 110 on Figure 1. Although there may be 

sufficient wind to allow generation of power by an alternative lighter load, no power is 

actually being generated by the large generator due to the mismatch of the load to its 

power source.

As mentioned previously, one solution is to match the components from the 

perspective of power transfer. An ideal system would include having a motor with a 

throttle position setting that produces a certain amount of horsepower at a specified 

optimal RPM matched with an electrical generator that generates the same amount of 

power as the motor at the optimal power producing RPM.

However, in the real world, an electrical generator system is confronted with 

many variables affecting the efficiency of power transfer from the driving engine to the 

final product, electrical power. Some of these variables will include power input 

fluctuations from engine throttling, system component wear resulting in changed 

performance characteristics, grade of fuel for an internal combustion engine and so on. 

Engineers may try to modify a system’s drive device to try to cause it to perform 

efficiently within broad ranges. In many cases (such as a windmill) this is virtually 
impossible.

4
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It is important to realize that when an engine is driving a load, such as an 

electromechanical load placed on it by an electrical generator, power related and 

efficiency characteristics of both the driving engine and the generator come into play as a 

system. For example at a specified throttle position, a combustion engine will convert 

fuel into rotational mechanical power most efficiently at a specified RPM. However a 

generator that this engine is intended to drive may convert rotational mechanical power to 

electrical power at an optimum RPM that is different than that of the driving engine.

This is in fact the most likely case. In this simple system where the driving motor and the 

alternator are directly attached by a shaft, the throttle position is held constant, a constant 

electrical load is placed on the alternator, and the only variable is the electromechanical 

load placed on the motor by the generator that is optimized for maximum power transfer 

of the system as a whole; maximum power transfer will occur neither at the generator’s 

optimum RPM nor at the engine’s optimal RPM. Rather, maximum power transfer will 

occur at an RPM that will reflect all of the power transfer related characteristics of the 

whole system as it is influenced by the load, or other power transfer related 

characteristics. It would be preferable to provide a system in which power transfer 

parameter optimization is carried out for the device as a whole, and is carried out 
dynamically rather than statically.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

General Summary
The present invention teaches that rather than optimizing the drive device alone, 

optimization must be viewed from the perspective of the system as a whole. In addition, 

instead of static optimization, system optimization involves dynamically increasing or 

decreasing the load, torque, counter torque, force and other power transfer parameters 

that influence the efficiency of the transfer of power from the driving power source to the 

system power out, based on system power output measurements.

The present invention teaches a method and device for optimizing either one or 

both of work and power output of a power generation system. A typical electrical power 
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generation system is illustrated as having three main portions: a source of power and a 

generator and a load to consume power.

Sources of Power
Sources of mechanical power could be vehicle engines, turbines turned by moving 

liquids including solar panel working liquids, hydro-power, geothermal system working 

liquids, wave and tidal power, hydrocarbon fueled motors, turbines driven by steam or 

other moving gases in various types of power plants (solar, nuclear, and so on) any 

source of thermodynamic power, or any source of mechanical power. Such systems are 

often but not always characterized by the presence of a rotating shaft or other mechanical 

motion, which is directed to the load. The present invention may be used with such 

systems or with systems, which transfer power from the motive source to the generator 

by some other means: reciprocation, electrical transfer, hydraulic transfer and so on.

Definition: Power Transfer Parameter:
A power transfer parameter is any factor or combination of factors that can be 

increased or decreased to optimize the product of a power generation system, power 

output.

A power transfer parameter is any factor or combination of factors that can be 

increased or decreased to optimize power transfer of power from the driving power 

motive source to the end product of the power producing system, system power output.

A power transfer parameter further comprises one member selected from the 

group consisting of but not limited to the following power transfer parameters: RPM, 

temperature, current, pressure, load, force, torque, counter torque, density, intensity, 

speed, acceleration, pitch, angle, chemical ratio, quantity, voltage, conductance, magnetic 

flux density, light intensity, electrical frequency, light frequency, magnetic frequency, 

time, time duration, rate of occurrence, proximity, viscosity, heat, shape, leverage and 

combinations thereof.
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Power Transfer Parameters
Power transfer parameters can be a typical load, force, torque or counter torque 

applied to the power source by a power-generating device such as an electricity

generating device (an alternator or generator for example) but may be a direct end-user 

load for industrial applications or the like. This would include facilities that generate and 

then use mechanical energy directly: the traditional waterwheel powered grain mill is a 

straightforward (if outmoded) example of this.

However there are many types of parameters, or power transfer parameters, that 

can influence the power in a power generating system. For example: the 

electromechanical load offered by the generator, or other power transfer parameters may 

be dynamically altered, increased or decreased, in response to a change in power output 

of the generator, so as to continuously adjust the power generating system towards 

maximum power transfer.

Generator Types
A power generating system using the Optimal Load Controller Method and 

Device may use a generator as a load that may be a mechanically driven electricity 

generating device consisting of one member selected from the group consisting of: any 

mechanically driven electrical generator, any alternator, any dynamo, a variable load 

generator, a mechanically driven electricity generation device with a variable current 

field winding that produces magnetism, a variable load alternator and an electrical 

generator that may place a variable electromechanical load on the driving motive force to 

produce electricity.

Generator Types: Generator Electromechanical Load as a Power Transfer 

Parameter
In one embodiment, a mechanical power source may drive an electricity 

generator, and the current through the field winding or rotor winding may be dynamically 

varied to produce electricity. As the rotor current is varied, it produces a magnetic field 

that varies in intensity, that slices through the stationary set of electrically insulated 

conductor coil windings, located in the stator, generating an alternating electrical current 
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which is consumed by a load that also varies, as the rotor turns. As current through the 

windings of the generator is altered, increased or decreased, the electro mechanical load 

offered to the motive driver of the system changes, affecting the transfer of power from 

the source to the system’s output: electrical power; it is therefore a power transfer 

parameter. Also, the electromechanical load of the electricity generation device may be 

removed, applied and varied by applying, removing or varying the field winding current

Generator Types: The RPM Actuated Generator Configuration
The Optimal Load Controller Method and Device may use an electrical generating 

device driven by a source of power comprising:

• A generating device which is mechanically driven by an alternator such that when a 

variable electrical current flows through conductors that are electrically insulated and 

formed as coil windings located in the rotor, it produces a magnetic field that varies in 

intensity, that slices through the stationary set of electrically insulated conductor coil 

windings, located in the stator, generating an alternating electrical current as the 

mechanical input causes the rotor to turn.

• A cooling system, which cools the generator’s field windings, which is actuated when

the generator’s rotor is turning. The cooling system may be mechanically driven by 

the rotor’s shaft, and may use a device such as fan blades, or a pump, which forces 

coolant, that may be air, gas or liquid, past the rotor and stator windings cooling them 

by carrying heat away from the insulated windings, which may be further cooled by 

other mechanisms such as a radiator. .

• A means to apply or remove the electromechanical load, torque, counter torque and 

forces produced by allowing or disallowing heat producing electrical current to flow 

through the rotor winding conductors that are formed as coils, based on continuous 

monitoring of the RPM or speed of the generator’s rotor. At the set “turn on” speed, 

electrical field winding current is applied to rotor winding coils generating heat and 

producing a magnetic field. At the set “turn off’ speed or RPM, electrical field 

winding current, heat producing current, is interrupted and ceases to flow. The “turn 

on” and “turn off’ RPM or speed thresholds are such that the “turn off’ threshold 

setting is a lesser RPM or speed than the “turn on” setting to avoid ambiguity. It is 
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important to note that heat causing electrical current is enabled only when forced 

cooling is actuated.

The RPM Actuated Generator Configuration offers the following advantages:

• The ability to carry more heat causing electrical current because the generator’s heat 

causing field winding current will not flow until the generator’s RPM or speed is 

sufficient to equal or surpass the “turn on” threshold, when far more efficient forced 

cooling is able to dissipate winding heat.

• The size requirements of the movement actuated alternator rotor are such that it can 

be made smaller and have a smaller rotor diameter than the rotor of the prior art 

conventional alternator, because it does not need to dissipate heat buildup from 

electrical current occurring when the alternator is stationary without the aid of forced 

cooling.

• The rotor of the movement actuated generator may have a smaller diameter, using 

less construction material and weighing less while having the same rotating rotor 
current carrying ability as compared to the prior art conventional generator.

• Generator rotor winding efficiency may be increased because the rotor now has a 

diminished diameter requirement and therefore a reduced electrical current 

requirement; more magnetic flux generated by electrical current flowing through the 

rotor conducting coil windings in the rotor now is cutting through more of the stator 

insulated conductor windings, the insulated conduction windings that generate 

electrical power.

• It protects the field windings from overheating and possibly burning because 

electrical current is applied only when the generator has reached a speed or RPM 

where there is sufficient “forced cooling”.

• It is also efficient since it is a waste of power to apply current to the field winding if 

the driving motive source of power is not turning the rotor because no power will be 

generated.

Load Engaging System

A means to apply or remove a generator load or other power transfer parameters 

is employed so as to provide optimum results. The “Load Engaging System” used in the

9
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“Optimal Load Controller Method and Device” provides a means to apply or remove one 

or more power transfer parameters and combinations thereof. This is based on continuous 

monitoring of the RPM or the speed of the source of power, and the set “turn on” and set 

“turn off’ RPM/speed thresholds are such that the “turn off’ threshold setting is a lesser 

RPM or speed than the “turn on” setting.

The “Load Engaging System” also provides a means to initialize the controller or 

“Load Selecting Circuit” to start optimizing a selected load or selected power transfer 

parameter setting, while all other load or power transfer parameter settings, and 

application of those settings are held constant or at a beginning setting or intensity. This 

involves, continuous monitoring of the RPM or the speed of the source of power, 

initializing power transfer parameter settings when a transition occurs in a power source 

that is accelerating where the original RPM or speed that is below the “turn off’ threshold 

becomes equal to or greater than the “turn on” threshold RPM or speed.

Furthermore the “Load Engaging System" offers a means to momentarily set the 

beginning intensity or setting of one or more applied power transfer parameters from 

which change will be implemented. Loads, torques, counter torques and forces are 

generally initialized with a beginning intensity such that as they increase from their 

initialized applied intensity generated power will increase towards maximum power 

transfer. However power transfer parameters may have an initial setting that may be 

greater than or less than what is required to achieve maximum power transfer, and their 

applied setting will either increase or decrease towards maximum power transfer. This is 

based on continuous monitoring of the RPM or the speed of the source of power, 

initializing power transfer parameter settings when a transition occurs in a power source 

that is accelerating where the original RPM or speed that is below the “turn off” threshold 

becomes equal to or greater than the “turn on” threshold speed/RPM.

The “Load Engaging System” provides a means to initialize the direction of the 

power transfer parameter setting(s) to be increasing or decreasing towards maximum 

power transfer. Loads, torques, counter torques and forces are initialized to be increasing 

and other power transfer parameters may be initialized to be increasing or decreasing. 

“Load Engaging System” initialization is based on continuous monitoring of the RPM or 

the speed of the source of power, initializing power transfer parameter settings when a 
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transition occurs in a power source that is accelerating where the original RPM or speed 

that is below the “turn off” threshold becomes equal to or greater than the “turn on” 

threshold RPM or speed.
The “Load Engaging System”, works in conjunction with “Load Controller 

Circuits”, offering a means to adjust the rate of change, increasing or decreasing, that is 

appropriate for the application of each individual power transfer parameter in the power 

generation system. The rate at which the direction of application, increasing or 

decreasing, of variable generator loading and other power transfer parameters is 

controlled. Power transfer parameters are increased and decreased at a predetermined 

specific rate that is appropriate for each individual power transfer parameter to achieve 

maximum generated power optimization.

Load Selection and Multiple Power Transfer Parameters 

Power Optimizing: Sampling & Controlling
In addition to optimizing the variable load that may be placed by the generator on 

the motive power source, other power transfer influencing parameters may also be 

increased or decreased dynamically so as to optimize the transfer of power from the 

motive source to output of the system. In the case where more than one power transfer 

parameter is to be optimized, their effect on generated power must be isolated. This is 

implemented by increasing or decreasing one selected power transfer parameter at a time, . 

while holding the application of all others at a constant setting. A move on criterion 

rotates power transfer parameters, selecting one at a time for optimization, and is 

implemented so that each power transfer parameter has enough time to be optimized.

Generated system output power sampling determines if power is increasing or 

decreasing and if the direction of the application of the selected power transfer parameter, 

increasing or decreasing, should remain constant or should be reversed such that 

generated power continually moves towards maximum power transfer. In the figures, 

this point may be found in Figure 2 at graph point 206.

Power output is continuously being sampled. Samples may be tested at first and 

second times. Either of the first or second samples may correspond to a most recent time, 

while the other sample may correspond to a previous time. If power output is increasing 
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as determined by a comparison of past and present power samples, then the direction of 

the selected power transfer parameter, increasing or decreasing as the case may be, is 

maintained. On the other hand, if the power output is decreasing as measured by the 

difference between the present and past power samples, the direction, increasing or 

decreasing of the selected load, or power transfer related parameter, is reversed. This 

process repeats itself continually seeking a setting or the best application of a power 

transfer parameter to move generated power in the direction of maximum power transfer, 

graph point 206.

It is important to understand that when the system is in its power optimization 

mode and adjusting power parameters so as to optimize generated power, that the system 

is also transferring power from the power source to the load or electromechanical 

generating device where the amount of load, torque, counter torque, force or other power 

transfer parameters and combinations thereof are less than an amount required to stall the 

driving motive source; as soon as power starts to decrease, the direction of the power 

transfer parameter is reversed.

Optimizing one or more power transfer parameters through dynamic sampling of 

generated power, and optimizing the selected power transfer parameter in response to 

measured changes in power output of the power generation system makes the system 

itself extremely flexible, such that it is able to adapt to varying conditions placed on the 

system and system parameters including but not limited to: wear, different fuels or 

quality of fuels, changes in the electrical load placed on said generator, changes in the 

input power.

SUMMARY IN REFERENCE TO THE CLAIMS

It is therefore another aspect, advantage, objective and embodiment of the present 

invention to provide a method of optimizing generated power output of a power 

generation system, the method comprising the steps of:

1) providing a source of power;

2) providing a load that consumes system generated power out;

3) providing a controller configured to employ the following steps:
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a. providing one or more power transfer parameters operatively connected 

and responsive to said power generation system that may be applied to the 

system, selected for optimization and optimized by said controller;

b. selecting one power transfer parameter for optimization;

c. optimizing power system power output by increasing or decreasing the 

selected power transfer parameter as required to maximize system power 

output based on the power generating system’s power output 

measurements: a “load optimizing system” operatively connected and 

responsive to said controller.

It is therefore another aspect, advantage, objective and embodiment of the present 

invention to provide a controller device optimizing generated power output of a power 

generation system comprising the following:

1) a device that may apply, remove and select one or more power transfer parameters 

that are operatively connected and responsive to said power generation system, 

and are optimized by said controller device;

2) a device that selects one power transfer parameter for optimization operatively 

connected and responsive to said controller device;

3) a power generating system optimizing device that increases system power output 

by increasing or decreasing the selected power transfer parameter as required to 

maximize system power output based on the power generating system’s power 

output measurements: a “load optimizing system” operatively connected and 

responsive to said controller device.

It is therefore another aspect, advantage, objective and embodiment of the present 

invention to provide a method of optimizing generated power output that may further 

comprise applying and removing one or more power transfer parameters: a “load 

engaging system” operatively connected and responsive to the controller.

It is therefore another aspect, advantage, objective and embodiment of the present 

invention to provide a device optimizing generated power output that may further
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comprise a device that applies and removes one or more power transfer parameters: a 

“load engaging system” operatively connected and responsive to the controller device.

It is therefore another aspect, advantage, objective and embodiment of the present 

invention to provide a method of optimizing generated power output, or a power 

generating optimization device which may further comprise providing a power source 

consisting of one member selected from the group consisting of: a source of mechanical 

power, any device that is used to perform mechanical work, a source of thermodynamic 

power, and a solar source of thermodynamic power.

It is therefore another aspect, advantage, objective and embodiment of the present 

invention to provide a method of optimizing generated power output, or a controller 

device optimizing generated power output, wherein the power transfer parameter 

consumes power generating system generated power, may further comprise providing a 

mechanically driven electricity generating device that may apply an electromechanical 
load to the power generating system consuming power by supplying electrical power to 

an electrical load.

It is therefore another aspect, advantage, objective and embodiment of the present 

invention to provide a method or device optimizing generated power output, wherein the 

mechanically driven electricity generating device is one member selected from the group 

consisting of a fixed load electrical generator, a fixed load alternator, a fixed load 

dynamo, a variable load electrical generator, a variable load alternator, a variable load 

dynamo, an electrical generator that may place an electromechanical load on the source 

of power and combinations thereof.

It is therefore another aspect, advantage, objective and embodiment of the present 

invention to provide a method or device optimizing generated power output, wherein the 

mechanically driven electricity generating device may further comprise providing that 

device with a variable current field winding, whereby the electromechanical load of the 
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electricity generation device may be removed, applied and varied by applying, removing 

or varying the field winding current

It is therefore another aspect, advantage, objective and embodiment of the present 

invention to provide a method or device optimizing generated power, wherein the 

mechanically driven electricity generating device is a mechanically driven 

generator/altemator having an electromechanical load which varies as a function of a 

variable electrical current passing through windings of the generating device, the 

generating device further having a mechanically driven cooling system that is dependent 

on the generating device’s RPM or speed; the generating device further comprising a first 

engaged state in which the generating device’s electromechanical load is applied and a 

second disengaged state in which the electromechanical load is removed based on a 

selected generating device’s RPM or speed.

It is therefore another aspect, advantage, objective and embodiment of the present 

invention to provide a method of optimizing generated power output wherein the “load 

engaging system” further comprises the following steps:

1) applying and removing one or more power transfer parameters and 

combinations thereof, based on continuous monitoring of the speed of the 

source of power;

2) momentarily setting a beginning intensity of one or more applied power 

transfer parameters from which change will be implemented;

3) setting an initial direction of one or more power transfer parameter settings to 

be increasing or decreasing towards maximum power transfer;

4) setting a rate of change, increasing or decreasing, that is appropriate for the 

application of each individual power transfer parameter in the power 

generation system.

It is therefore another aspect, advantage, objective and embodiment of the present 

invention to provide a device optimizing generated power output wherein the “load 

engaging system” further comprises:
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1) a device to apply and remove one or more power transfer parameters and 

combinations thereof, based on continuous monitoring of the speed of the source 

of power;

2) a device to momentarily set a beginning intensity of one or more applied power 

transfer parameters from which change will be implemented;

3) a device to set an initial direction of one or more power transfer parameter 

settings to be increasing or decreasing towards maximum power transfer;

4) a device to set a rate of change, increasing or decreasing, that is appropriate for 

the application of each individual power transfer parameter in the power 

generation system.

It is therefore another aspect, advantage, objective and embodiment of the present 

invention to provide a method of optimizing generated power output wherein the step of 

selecting one power transfer parameter for optimization may further comprise the step of 

holding all other power transfer parameters that are operatively connected to the power 

generation system for optimization by said controller constant in their last setting, while 

one power transfer parameter is being selected and optimized by the controller: a “load 

selecting system” operatively connected and responsive to the controller.

It is therefore another aspect, advantage, objective and embodiment of the present 

invention to provide a device optimizing generated power output wherein the device that 

selects one power transfer parameter for optimization may further comprise a device that 

holds all other power transfer parameters that are operatively connected to the power 

generation system for optimization by the controller constant in their last setting, while 

one power transfer parameter is being selected and optimized by the controller: a “load 

selecting system” operatively connected and responsive to the controller.

It is therefore another aspect, advantage, objective and embodiment of the present 

invention to provide a method of optimizing power output wherein the “load optimizing 

system” further comprises the following steps:

1) measuring system power output;
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2) determining the direction of system power output, increasing or decreasing, by 

comparing delayed power output measurements to more recent power output 

measurements;

3) varying the selected power transfer parameter so as to optimize the transfer of 

power by either increasing or decreasing the power transfer parameter based upon 

the result of the comparison of power output measurements, increasing or 

decreasing.

It is therefore another aspect, advantage, objective and embodiment of the present 

invention to provide a device for optimizing power output wherein the “load optimizing 

system” further comprises:

1) a device to measure system power output;

2) a device to determine the direction of system power output, increasing or 

decreasing, by comparing delayed power output measurements to more recent 

power output measurements;

3) a device to vary the selected power transfer parameter so as to optimize the 

transfer of power by either increasing or decreasing the power transfer parameter 

based upon the result of the comparison of power output measurements, 

increasing or decreasing.

It is therefore another aspect, advantage, objective and embodiment of the present 

invention to provide a method of optimizing generated power, or a device optimizing 

generated, wherein the “load optimizing system” further varies the selected power 

transfer parameter so as to optimize the transfer of power by either increasing or 

decreasing the power transfer parameter based upon the determined direction of system 

output power, increasing or decreasing, in amount will not stall the power generation 

system.

It is therefore another aspect, advantage, objective and embodiment of the present 

invention to provide a method for optimizing output power, wherein the “load optimizing 

system” may further comprise the step of reusing the load optimizing method to control 
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one or more power transfer parameters.

It is therefore another aspect, advantage, objective and embodiment of the present 

invention to provide a device for optimizing power output of, wherein the “load 

optimizing system” may further comprise reusing the load optimizing method to control 

one or more power transfer parameters.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure. 1 is a chart of generated power versus load, torque, counter torque, force 

applied by load.

Figure 2 is a chart of generated power versus application setting of power transfer 

parameters.

Figure 3 consists of three parts which together present a single flow chart of a first 

embodiment of the method of the invention. Figure 3 A, 3B, and 3C are presented on 

separate pages: 3/9,4/9, and 5/9. Together these three figures illustrate a controller 

which may be configured into three subsystems based on their function within the 

system.

Controller Subsystem Controller Function Reference Numerals
’’Load Engaging System” Power transfer load engagement: 302 to 322
“Load Selecting System” Power transfer parameter selection: 324 to 330
“Load Optimizing System” Power transfer parameter optimization: 332 to 346

The Index of the Reference Numerals for Figure 3, associates each subsystem 

with a range of reference numerals along circuit descriptions and labeling that also 

corresponds to those given in Figure 5 and those given in the detailed circuit descriptions 

of Table One. The controller subsystem grouping of Figure 3, also applies to Figure 5 and 

the detailed circuit descriptions of Table One.
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Figure 4 is a block diagram at a high level of abstraction of the second 

embodiment of the device.

Figure 5 is a block diagram of a third embodiment of the device at a lower level 

of abstraction.

Figure 6A is a diagram of a “rpm/speed actuated generator/altemator” as 

compared to Figure 6B which is a diagram of a “conventional alternator”.

Figure 7 is a block diagram of a fourth embodiment of the device at a lower level 

of abstraction.

INDEX OF THE REFERENCE NUMERALS

Figure 1: Generated Power Versus Force
Graph Points 102, 104, 106,108,110

Figure 2: Generated Power Versus Power Transfer Application Setting
Graph Points 202,204,206,208, 210

Figure 3 A, Figure 3B, Figure 3C:
Flow Chart of the First Embodiment of the Invention

Controller Subsystem
Figure 3: Load Engaging System:

Reference Numerals
302 to 322

Figure 3: Load Selecting System: 324 to 330

Figure 3: Load Optimizing System: 332 to 346
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Figure 3A:

Start Engine

• “Engine RPM Signal Circuit”

Set Optimization Turn On Speed

• “On Off Circuit”

Set Optimization Turn Off Speed

• “On Off Circuit”

Continuously Monitor Engine Speed

• “Engine RPM Signal Circuit”

• “On Off Circuit”

Start Optimizing Decision: Is engine speed greater than turn on 

speed? Make flow decision:

• “Yes”: go to step 312

• “No”: start step 310 again

• “Engine RPM Signal Circuit”

• “On Off Circuit”

Turn Off Threshold: Is engine speed greater than turn off speed? 

Make flow decision:

• “Yes”: go to step 316

• “No”: go to step 314

• “Engine RPM Signal Circuit”

• “On Off Circuit”

Load Shedding: Turn generator and other power transfer 

parameters off

• Go to step 310

• “On Off Circuit”

Load Selector Initialize: Load adding

• “On Off Circuit” (“off to on“ transition signal”)

• “Load Selector Circuit” (selects initial load parameter 

to be optimized)
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Initialize Load Controller Settings: Load adding 318

• “On Off Circuit” (supplies “off to on” transition signal”)

• “Load Controller Reset Circuit” (“provides timed signals”)

• “Load Controller Circuit” (provides initial load setting)

Figure 3B:
Initialize Load Change Direction: increasing/decreasing: Load adding 320

• Generator load and other loads forces, torques, counter torques 

directions are initialized to be increasing towards maximum 

power transfer. Power transfer parameter settings and 

application of those settings may be initialized to be increasing 

or decreasing towards maximum power transfer.

• “On/Off Circuit” (“off to on” transition signal”)

• “Load Controller Reset Circuit” (properly timed signal)

• “Logic Circuits A and B”:

o “Logic Circuit B” (retains memory of load direction) 

o Note there are two logic circuit sections “Logic Circuit A” 

and “Logic Circuit B”

Load Adding: Enable/apply loads & other controlled 322
power transfer parameters

• “On Off Circuit” (“off to on” transition signal”)

Monitor Load Selection Move On Criterion 324

• “Delay Timing Signal Circuit”

o (Labeled Oscillator 548 in Diagram/ Figure 5)

• “Load Selector Circuit”

Current Optimization Complete? Make flow decision: “No?”, “Yes?” 326

• Yes: Go to step 328

• No: Go to step 332

• “Delay Timing Signal Circuit” (Oscillator 548 in Figure 5)
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• “Load Selector Circuit”

Hold and Apply Current Setting

• “Load Controller Circuit”

• “Load Selector Circuit” (enable/disable signal control) 

Select Next Load Controller

• Flow of control returns to step 324

• “Load Selector Circuit” (enable/disable signal control)

Get Current Power Sample

• “Power Sensor Circuit” (provides analog sample)

• “Delay Timing Circuit” (provides signal to A/D converter)

• “Power Comparator Circuit” (digitizes and stores 

analog sample)
Create Past Power Sample by Storing

• “Power Comparator Circuit” (storage registers)

• “Delay Timing Circuit” (provides required signals)

Figure 3C
Retrieve Past Power Sample

• “Power Comparator Circuit” (storage registers)

• “Delay Timing Circuit” (provides signals)

Determine Direction of Power and Make Flow Decision

• “Power Comparator Circuit” (determines direction of power)

• “Logic Circuits: A and B”:

o “Logic Circuit A” (signal processing)
o “Logic Circuit B” (logic direction)

Keep Load or Power Transfer Parameter Direction
(increasing/decreasing)

• “Logic Circuits: A and B”:

o “Logic Circuit A” (signal processing)

o “Logic Circuit B” (logic direction)
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Change Load or Power Transfer Parameter Direction in Memory 342

(increasing/decreasing)

• “Logic Circuits: A and B”:

o “Logic Circuit A” (signal processing)

o “Logic Circuit B” (logic direction)

Apply Change Direction to Current Power Transfer Parameter Setting in 344

Memory

• “Load Controller Circuit”

• “Load Selector Circuit” (enables current load controller)

Apply Recorded Setting to Power Transfer Parameter Being 346
Optimized

• “Load Controller Circuit”

• Flow of control returns to step 324

Figure 4
Block Diagram at a High level of Abstraction of the Second Embodiment of the 

Device
Reference Numerals

Mechanical power source 402

Power transfer 404

Continuously variable speed transmission 406
Power transfer 408

Electricity generating device 410
RPM sensor 412

RPM signal 414

Controller 416

Initialize load selector signal: controller to load selector 418

Load selector 420

Enable load controller signal: transmission load controller 422
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Enable load controller signal: generator load controller 424

Initialize generating device signal 426

Initialize transmission signal 428

Transmission load adding/load shedding signal 430

Generator load adding/load shedding signal 432

Load controller: generating device 434

Load controller: transmission 436

Power sensor 438

Power sensor signal: power sensor to controller 440

Increment/decrement transmission signal 442

Increment/decrement generator signal 444

Load selector criteria signal 446

Figure 5: Block Diagram of a Third Embodiment of the Device at a Lower Level of

Abstraction

Reference Numerals
Mechanical power source 502

Power transfer 504

Continuously variable speed transmission 506

Power transfer 508

Electricity generating device 510
“Engine RPM Signal Circuit” 512

“Engine RPM Circuit” signal 514
“On Off Circuit” 516

Generator: load adding/load shedding signal 518
Transmission: load adding/load shedding signal 520

Signal from “On Off Circuit” to “Load Control Reset Circuit” 522

Initialize “Load Selector Circuit” signal 524

“Load Control Reset Circuit” 526

Initialize transmission “Load Controller Circuit” signal 528
Initialize “Alternator Load Controller Circuit” signal 530
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Enable transmission “Load Controller Circuit” signal 532

Enable “Alternator Load Controller Circuit” signal 534

“Load Selector Circuit” 536

“Load Controller Circuit”: transmission 538

“Alternator Load Controller Circuit”: generator 540

“Power Sensor Circuit” 542

“Power Sensor Circuit” power sample signal 544

“Delay Timing Signal Circuit” 546

Oscillator 548

Oscillator signal 550

“Delay Timing Circuit” signal 552

“Power Comparator Circuit” 554

“Power Comparator Circuit” result signal 556

“Logic Circuits: A & B” 558

“Logic Circuits’” signal (increase/decrease: transmission load controller) 560 

“Logic Circuits’” signal (increase/decrease: generator load controller) 562

Figure 6A: “RPM/Speed Actuated Generator/Alternator” Compared to 

Figure 6B: “Conventional Alternator”

Figure 6A
Movement activated alternator stator

Reference Numerals
602

Movement activated alternator rotating magnetic field

Movement activated alternator larger stator field winding area

Movement activated alternator rotor

604
606
608

Figure 6B

Conventional alternator stator 610

Conventional alternator rotating magnetic field 612
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Conventional alternator smaller stator field winding area 614

Conventional alternator rotor 616
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Figure 7: Working Model
Reference Numerals

Mechanical power source

Power transfer

702

704

Electricity generating device 

Engine RPM Signal Circuit 

Engine RPM signal 

On Off Circuit

706

708

710

712

Load adding, load shedding signal

Signal from On Off Circuit to Load Control Reset Circuit
Load Control Reset Circuit

714

716

718

Initialize generator load controller signal

Load Controller Circuit: generator

Power Sensor Circuit

720

722

724

Power sensor sample signal

Delay Timing Signal Circuit

Oscillator

726

728

730

Oscillator signal

Delay Timing Circuit signals

Power Comparator Circuit

Power Comparator Circuit result signal

Logic Circuit: A & B

Logic Circuits’ signal to alternator load controller

732

734

736

738

740

742

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Further areas of applicability of the present invention will become apparent from 

the detailed description provided hereinafter. It should be understood that the detailed
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description and specific examples are intended for purposes of illustration only and are 

not intended to limit the scope of the invention, its application or uses.

As briefly noted previously, Figure 1 is a chart depicting the relationship of 

generated electrical power output by a power generation system (power being defined as

5 the rate at which work is accomplished expressed as: power = work/time) as the 

electromechanical counter torque that a generator places on the driving motive force is 

increased, and the “throttle position” of the driving motive force is held at a constant 

setting (for example: in the case of a windmill, the wind speed is constant, in the case of 

an electric motor the input voltage is held constant etc.). Work is defined as a force times

10 a distance. Engineers view work as useful work being accomplished. Power, therefore^ 

can be viewed as the rate at which useful work is performed. One example would be a 

windmill that is not attached to its driving load, a generator. The wind is blowing at a 

constant speed, and the windmill blades are turning at their fastest rate. Although energy 

is being consumed at a specific rate (power), it is being consumed almost entirely as

15 friction. No useful work has been accomplished: no electrical power is generated, graph 

point 102. The other extreme would be a system in which the generator is mismatched; 

the generator is far too big and exerting too much counter-torque for the windmill and the 

wind is still blowing at the same speed. Although the load is applied, the counter torque 

or force that is applied is too great for the windmill to move the axel of the generator

20 mechanically. Energy is once again being consumed at the same rate (power) and again 

in the form of friction. However in this case the blades of the windmill are not turning 

the generator and the system is stalled, graph point 110. In both of these systems no 

useful work is being accomplished, and therefore there is no useful electrical power being 

generated. In terms of efficiency, both of these examples are 100% inefficient.

25 Thus in more detail, Figure 1 demonstrates this effect of force over the entire
range: from no force or counter torque applied by the load, graph point 102, to too great 

of a force applied by the load such that no power is produced, graph point 110, while the 

driving motive power source is held in a constant throttle position. The type of graph 

shape that Figure 1 plots is commonly known as a bell curve. While Figure 1 is

30 normalized to a sinusoidal shape, in the real world, the shape may be dramatically 

different. For example, various types of motors may have a fairly steady power output
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when confronted with a range of counter torque loading on their shaft. However if the 

applied counter torque loading continues to increase; the power out may diminish very 

quickly to zero, graph point 110. Figure 1 covers a wide range of force that a load may 

place on the driving motive source. It demonstrates that there is an optimal usefill power 

transfer that occurs from the motive power source to the useful power form: electrically 

generated power as shown between 7 and 9 in Figure 1, graph points 104 and 108. The 

numbers in Figure 1 are normalized and could be any value depending upon the wide 

range of applications to which the present invention applies. As the force applied by the 

load is increased, the product of the distance through which the force or torque travels in 

a certain amount of time, results in generated power out that reaches its peak magnitude 

at an applied force of 8 in Figure 1, graph point 106. Any increase of counter torque 

loading or force applied by the generator to the driving motive power source results in 

diminished transfer of power or diminished efficiency of the electrical power generation 

system.

It needs to be understood that varying the counter torque that a generator may 

present to a motive power source is only one power transfer parameter of many that can 

be varied, increased or decreased, to optimize the efficiency from which power is 

transferred from the driving motive power source to system power output, in this case 

electrical power.

Power Transfer

The present invention teaches that optimal matching of a power generating 

system’s components is required to attain maximum power and efficiency from the 

system. Optimal matching must incorporate all aspects influencing the production of 

power whether it is the source of power, the load, power transfer parameters or the 

electromechanical resistance offered by a generator. Optimization is achieved by 

adjusting, increasing or decreasing, power transfer parameters to maximize generated 

power output based on power sampling, a dynamic process that is applied throughout foe 

life cycle of foe system. If foe conditions on the generation system change, (such as 

increased motive power, decreased power, RPM or torque characteristics due to change 

in quality of fuel, etc) force and other loading parameters of foe generator and other
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power transfer parameters can be dynamically increased or decreased so as to provide 

maximum power transfer from the motive power source of the system to the desired 

usable form of electrical power output by the power generation system.
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Figure 3
Figure 3A, Figure 3B and Figure 3C show a single flow chart of a first 

embodiment of the method of the invention. They are presented on separate pages: 3/9, 

4/9, and 5/9. The controller may be divided into three subsystems based on their function 

within the system. The Index of the Reference Numerals for Figure 3, associates each 

subsystem with a range of reference numerals along circuit descriptions and labeling that 

also correspond to those given in Figure 5 and those given in the detailed circuit 

descriptions of Table One. The controller subsystem grouping applies to Figure 5 and 

Table One detailed circuit descriptions.

Controller Subsystem Controller Function Reference Numerals
’’Load Engaging System” Power transfer parameter engagement: 302 to 322

“Load Selecting System” Power transfer parameter selection: 324 to 330

“Load Optimizing System” Power transfer parameter optimization: 332 to 346

Figure 3: Power Source
Start engine step 302 indicates an engine being started, for example a generator 

engine, a vehicle engine, a power plant engine or any source of thermodynamic power. 

In other embodiments, this engine may be a solar plant, windmill, turbine or other power 
source or any device that is used to perform mechanical work. Most engines, even 

reciprocating engines, being cyclic such that an engine speed in revolutions per minute 

(RPM) then exists, which may be measured by a sensor in order to generate an engine 

RPM signal with a value that may be continuously monitored, step 308. A “turn on” 

speed value is set in step 304. A “turn off’ speed value is set in step 306. The “turn off” 

value has to be a lesser value than the turn on value.
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Figure 3: Load Engaging
Tn step 310 the RPM or speed value is continuously compared to the “turn on” 

speed, which was set in step 304. If the “turn on” value has been exceeded, the flow of 

control will proceed to step 312. If the turn on value has not been exceeded, the load, an 

altemator/generator load and other loads, torques, counter torques or forces will remain 

off, (or in their minimum load state), and the flow of control will continue testing engine 

“turn on” speed, step 310.
In step 312, RPM or speed value is also continuously tested for the “turn off” 

speed value, which was set in step 306. If the engine speed is greater than the “turn off” 

speed the flow of control will go to step 316, where if applicable, the load selector will be 

initialized for its startup sequence. If at any time the engine speed is less than the “turn 

off" threshold, step 312, the flow of control will go to step 314, “Load Shedding”, which 

will remove the alternator and other loads and may reset power transfer parameters. The 

cycle may begin again at step 310.

It is important to understand that engine speed continues to be monitored for “turn 

on” and “turn off“ speed values while the system is on, steps 308, 310 and 312. Also, 

note that the “turn on” and “turn off” values cannot represent equal speeds because this 

leads to ambiguity. Other properties of the power generating system operation may be 

measured, for example: speed of ignition, frequencies associated therewith, air input or 

output, fuel input and so on; numerous measures of engine operation speed or 

combinations of those measures may be used in the invention. This signal may be digital, 

or it may be analog with frequency or amplitude or another property proportional to the 

engine speed.

Figure 3: Load Selecting Initialization
The initialization process happens only with a transition from “optimization off” 

to “optimization on” beginning with initializing the “Load Selecting Circuit” to start 

optimizing a certain load or power transfer parameter setting, while all other load or 

power transfer parameter settings, and application of those settings are held constant, Step 

316. In a simple system, where the only parameter being optimized is the generator load, 

a “Load Selecting Circuit” is not needed and this step will be omitted.
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Load I Force Versus Power Transfer Parameter Initialization
The preliminary application loads, torques, counter torques, forces controller 

settings are generally initialized at the minimum or zero load setting, graph point 102, or 

a greater setting in step 318 and will be increasing towards maximum power transfer, 

graph point 106. Power transfer parameters may be initialized to be either increasing or 

decreasing towards maximum power transfer.

Generator As a Power Transfer Parameter & Settings
The electricity-generating device is a required component in any electrical power 

generation system and may apply a load or torque to the power generation system that 

may be configured as a power transfer parameter. This may be implemented with a 

continuously variable transmission or by varying the electromechanical load that the 

generator presents to the driving motive force.

If the generator load or torque provided is configured as a power transfer 

parameter to a power generating system, where the load is increased or decreased to 

optimize the transfer of power, it needs to be emphasized that the settings of the generator 

load controller must be made with precision. It is the generator/altemator load that will 

apply the most resistance force to the driving power motor as compared with the other 

parameters being optimized, and therefore it will have the greatest influence on the 

system. The initial load settings and rate of change setting may ensure a smooth 

transition when the generator load is engaged. Note that initial settings can be set for 

different applications. Also, it is important to realize that the rate of load or power 

transfer parameter change, increasing, decreasing, is adjustable and may be set by a 

“Load Controller Circuit” to ensure a transition that is appropriate for the device being 

controlled.

Load Engaging System: Generator As a Power Transfer Parameter

One way to conceptualize the influence of the generator load configured as a 

power transfer parameter is that the loading force working in the system should be able to 

stall the driving motive force. The generator should be of sufficient size relative to the 
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system such that it can stall the driving motive force to ensure that the system is able to 

exceed the counter torque load that will return the most power and that the system is 

robust. If there was not a specific initialization loading force, a random maximum load 

could be applied that would either shock or stall the system. In most applications, the 

load controller will start by setting the power transfer parameters) at a predetermined 

setting to create a transition from “no load” to “load adding”. In the case where the 

power transfer parameter is a load, torque, or counter torque or force such as that applied 

by the variable generator/altemator, a low or minimal setting of the load may be initially 

applied to create a smooth transition from “no load” to “load adding” step 322. As has 

been already stated, problems will occur if the generator loading counter torque begins at 

the maximum setting and decreases in the direction of maximum power transfer. 

Therefore, it is only logical that loads, forces, torques or counter torques being optimized 

on start up, are initialized at predetermined minimum load settings and be increasing 

towards the direction of maximum power transfer, graph point 106, step 320.

Load Engaging System: Initial Power Transfer Loading
As has been already stated, in a power generating system there can be many 

different power transfer parameters such that their application, increasing or decreasing 

will increase or decrease the amount of generated power. These are generally different in 

nature than a load, torque, counter torque or force. Figure 2 is a chart of generated power 

versus application setting of power transfer parameters, showing examples:

• A generally preferred application of a specific power transfer parameter or setting 

may begin at a maximum application, graph point 210, or at a lesser setting, and 

decrease to achieve maximum power transfer, graph point 206.

• A generally preferred application of a specific power transfer parameter or setting 

may begin at a minimum application, graph point 202, or a greater setting, and 

increase to achieve maximum power transfer, graph point 206.

• A generally preferred application of a specific power transfer parameter may not 

have a predetermined initial setting: for example temperature.
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It may be seen that in general, maximum power transfer will occur in a narrow 

band around point 206. Merely as an example, operations between points 204 and 208 

may be considered desirable, while operation near points 202 or 210 would be 

undesirable. However, optimization close to point 206 is the desirable outcome, while 

merely avoiding the region of points 202 and 210 would be of less interest.

Returning to Figure 3, at Figure 3A, there are many advantages to having a set 

“turn on” and set “turn off” capability. It allows the engine or power source to have a 

generator/altemator load free start up based on RPM or speed. It also allows the 

application of other power transfer parameters once the “turn on” threshold speed has 

been reached. This reduces the loading and related wear on engine start up equipment 

such as starters. A load free startup reduces the chances of the engine stalling on start up 

because the loads are applied at a desired RPM where the engine is stable. This applies 

particularly to thermal dynamic engines but applies to other applications as well. It also 

allows the engine to reach a desired RPM or speed quickly (load free). This has a 

performance advantage: for example if there is a power band that should be reached, it 

will reach that power band faster without the generator/altemator load. It offers 

flexibility in selecting a loading RPM that can vary between applications and may vary 

also with different engines.

It is also important to be able to set a speed at which the generated load will be 

disengaged, step 306. For example, a turbine should run at a certain speed to run 

efficiently. Another example is that certain engines need to be run at a certain speed and, 

to prevent damage, cannot be loaded below a designated speed. Also, it provides a means 

to quickly remove generator/altemator loads and other applied loads, forces, torques, 

counter torques and power transfer parameters influencing the system to aid in preventing 

a possible power source engine stall.

Generator Types: RPM/Speed Actuated Generator/Alternator Configuration

Advantages to having a set “turn on” and set “turn off” capability of the “Load 

Engagement System” are illustrated by comparing Figure 6A, a movement or RPM 

actuated generator/altemator to Figure 6B a conventional generator/altemator. A RPM 
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or speed activated cooled alternator, Figure 6A, is a mechanically driven electric 

generator/altemator that is configured such that when a variable electrical current flows 

through conductors that are electrically insulated and formed as coil windings located in 

the rotor, it produces a magnetic field that may vary in intensity, that slices through the 

stationary set of electrically insulated conductor coil windings located in the stator 602, 
generating an electrical current as the mechanical input causes the rotor to turn. The 

variable electrical current is enabled and flows only when the set “turn on” threshold or 

speed has been reached, causing a magnetic field in the insulated field windings, whereby 

the alternator produces electrical power. Below the set “turn off “ threshold, electrical 

current ceases to flow through the generator’s/altemator’s windings and there is no 

magnetic field to generate electrical power.

The generator/altemator of Figure 6 A has a cooling system that cools the 

generator/altemator field windings that is mechanically driven by turning the 

generator’s/altemator’s rotor shaft, having a device such as fan blades, or a pump, which 

forces coolant, that may be air, gas or liquid, past the rotor and stator windings cooling 

them by carrying heat away from the insulated windings, which may be further cooled by 

other mechanisms such as a radiator. Forced cooling is applied to generator/altemator 

conductors and field windings only when the generator/altemator rotor shaft is turning.

In the “RPM Actuated Generator/Altemator Configuration”, insulated electrical 

conductor winding heat buildup is controlled by engaging or disengaging the 

electromechanical load, torque, counter torque and force produced by allowing or 

disallowing heat producing electrical current to flow through the rotor winding 

conductors that are formed as coils. Enabling and disabling of alternator field winding 

current is based on continuous monitoring of the RPM or die speed, and the set “turn on” 

and set “turn off’ RPM or speed threshold are such that the “turn off’ threshold setting is 

a lesser RPM or speed than the “turn on” setting to ensure the application of sufficient 

forced cooling. The RPM or speed based “turn on” and “turn off “ capability is a 

function of the “Load Engagement System”.

This configuration has major advantages over a conventional generator/altemator:
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a. It allows heat producing electrical current to flow into the rotor windings only 

when the generator/altemator is moving and providing cooling to the rotor 

windings.

b. This cooling enables the rotor windings and other generator conductors to 

carry more heat generating current than they would if they were built knowing 

that electrical current would be applied when the generator/altemator is not 

moving: conductor amperage rating/capacity is increased.

c. The rotor, 608, of the RPM or speed actuated generator/altemator, can be 

made smaller than that of the conventional alternator, 616, because it does not 

have to depend on having surface area to dissipate heat caused by electrical 

current in the event the generator/altemator is not turning.

d. Since the rotor 608, can be made smaller, more magnetic flux or magnetic 

lines of force, 604, will not have to cut through the rotor, 608, and be applied 

to the stator field windings, 606, increasing generator/altemator efficiency. It 

is important to observe that though both the “RPM/speed actuated 

generator/altemator” and the conventional generator/altemator are the same 

size, the proportions are different. Many more magnetic lines of force, 612, 

are inefficiently applied to the larger rotor, 616 (and end up applied to the 

stator field windings 614) of the conventional alternator, whereas with a 

smaller rotor, 608, more magnetic lines of force, 604, are applied where they 

will be used to produce electricity in the stator, 602.

e. The RPM/speed actuated generator/altemator protects the field windings, 604, 

from overheating and possibly burning if current is applied and there is no 

forced cooling because the alternator is not turning.

f. It is also efficient. It is a waste of power to apply current to the field winding 

if the engine is not turning the alternator since no generated power will be 

produced.

In more detail, the RPM/speed actuated generator/altemator configuration of the 

invention has the following characteristics:

1. The generating device is a mechanically driven alternator such that when a 

variable electrical current flows through conductors that are electrically
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insulated and formed as coil windings located in the rotor, it produces a 

magnetic field that varies in intensity, that slices through the stationary set of 

electrically insulated conductor coil windings, located in the stator, generating 

an alternating electrical current as the mechanical input causes the rotor to 

turn.

2. A cooling system that cools the alternator field windings that is mechanically 

actuated by turning the generator/altemator’s rotor shaft, having a device such 

as fan blades, or a pump, which forces coolant, that may be air, gas or liquid, 

past the rotor and stator windings cooling them by carrying heat away from 

the insulated windings, which may be further cooled by other mechanisms 

such as a radiator.

3. A means to engage or disengage the electromechanical load, torque, counter 

torque and forces produced by allowing or disallowing heat producing 

electrical current to flow through the rotor winding conductors that are formed 

as coils, based on continuous monitoring of the RPM or the speed, and the set 

“turn on” and set “turn off’ RPM or speed threshold are such that the “turn 

off” threshold setting is a lesser RPM or speed than the “turn on” setting to 

ensure the application of sufficient forced cooling.

4. Having a “turn on” and a “turn off” feature, which allows removal, application 

or variation of the load and thus having the following advantages:

a. Ability to carry more heat causing electrical current because the 

generator/altemator field winding current will not flow until the 

generator/altemator RPM or speed is sufficient to equal or surpass the 

“turn on” threshold which in turn assures that the rotor actuated cooling 

described is cooling the alternator’s rotor and stator windings.

b. The size requirement of the RPM/speed actuated generator/altemator rotor 

is such that it can be made smaller and have a smaller rotor diameter than 

the rotor of the prior art conventional generator/altemator, because it does 

not need to dissipate heat buildup from electrical current occurring when 

the alternator is stationary without the aid of forced cooling.
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c. The rotor of the movement actuated generator/altemator may have a 

smaller diameter, using less construction material and weighing less while 

having the same rotating rotor current carrying ability as compared to the 

prior art conventional alternator.

d. Generator/altemator rotor winding efficiency is increased because the 

rotor now has a diminished diameter requirement and therefore a 

diminished electrical current requirement; more magnetic flux generated 

by electrical current flowing through the rotor conducting coil windings in 

the rotor now is cutting through more of the stator insulated conductor 

windings, the insulated conduction windings that generate power.

e. It may protect the field windings from overheating and possibly burning 

because electrical current is applied only when the alternator has reached a 

speed or RPM where there is sufficient “forced cooling”.

f. It is also efficient since it is a waste of power to apply current to the field 

winding if the driving motive source of power is not turning the 

generator/altemator because no power will be generated.

Returning to consideration of Figure 3B, in the presently preferred embodiment 

and best mode presently contemplated for carrying out the invention, the controller may 

use a two state operation regime in which one load or power transfer parameter at a time 

is isolated and selected for optimization in a configuration that optimizes more than one 

power transfer parameter: a Load Selecting System. Through this process power transfer 

parameter settings may begin at a predetermined applied value and a direction of 

increasing or decreasing applied, step 320, when a transition from “turn off’ to “turn on” 

occurs based on continuous monitoring of the RPM or the speed of the source of power. 

Optimization is implemented through increasing or decreasing one power transfer 

parameter at a time, to move towards system being optimized towards maximum power 

transfer, while holding the application of other power transfer parameters constant in 

their last position, isolating its effect on generated power.
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The next step “load adding” is where all of the loads and power transfer 

parameters are enabled (if applicable), step 322. This enabling of all optimization 

parameters actually provides the capability of a quick load disengaging.

Step 324 monitors the load selection move on criterion of the Load Selection 

System (load selector circuit). The move on criterion (criteria as the case may be) may 

be a count of clock pulses reflecting the number of power samples taken (as depicted in 

Figure 5 and discussed later in reference to that Figure), or it could be a count for a 

period of time that has elapsed or a reduced rate of power change indicating the power is 

close to the peak of the of the “bell” (Figure 1) or other criteria.

Step 326 tests the move on criterion, monitored in step 324 to determine if the 

selected power transfer parameter should continue to be optimized, or if the next 

parameter needs to be optimized. If it is determined that the selected power transfer 

parameter needs to be optimized, the cycle will repeat itself by retrieving a new power 

sample, step 332.

If step 326 determines that the next power transfer parameter needs to be 

optimized, before engaging the next load controller, the present load controller stops 

optimizing or changing its load or power transfer setting in memory. The value in 

memory ceases to increase or decrease as the case may be. Its optimized value is frozen 

in place, and is applied and persisted to the power generation system as a constant before 

the new load or power transfer parameter is optimized so that the new load or power 

transfer parameter being optimized will not be influenced by changes in other power 

transfer parameters influencing the generation of power, step 328. This is accomplished 

in step 328 through a retention/memory of the load or power transfer parameter value that 

is converted into a physical value that manipulates the load or power transfer parameter. 

The next load/parameter to be optimized is then selected in step 330. The flow of 
control returns to step 324.

Power sampling, step 332, is implemented with a device operatively connected to 

the “Load Optimizing System” that samples system output power and transmits this 

information back to the “Load Optimizing System”. Power sampling, step 332, may 

constitute formal sampling, for example in A/D format, or it may simply comprise 

continuous measurement, timed measurement and so on. In order to make its “decision” 
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on either generator loading or other power transfer parameters, the Load Optimizing 

System should determine if system output power is increasing or decreasing as a result of 

the direction of the power related parameter being optimized. In order to do this a 

“present” (or more recent) power sample and a “past” power sample are necessary. To 

create a “past” power sample the system stores the sample, step 334, and retrieves it 

subsequently, step 336.

In order to make a determination of the direction of power, the past sample is 

compared to the present sample. If the present power sample is greater than the past 

power sample, power is increasing. If the present power sample is less than the past 

power sample, then the power is decreasing.

Once the power direction has been determined, a flow decision has to be made, 

step 338. If the power is increasing, the direction (increasing/decreasing of the power 

transfer parameter) is kept, step 340, and the cycle begins again by testing the “move on 

criterion” step 324. The direction of the parameter being optimized is seen to be moving 

in the proper direction. To briefly revert to Figure 2, an increasing power reading 

indicates that the direction of change of the load is moving towards the peak of the “bell”, 

in the bell chart, to the optimum area near point 206. The power transfer parameter being 

optimized may either be increasing or decreasing to create an increase in system power 

output.

If the generated electrical power direction has been determined to be decreasing, 

step 338, the direction of the power transfer related parameter must be reversed, step 342. 

It is important to realize that as a power transfer related parameter is being optimized, 

there will be a point in the adjustment of the parameter where the optimum point of 

power transfer is attained. Additional correction in the same direction, either increasing 

or decreasing, will result in diminishing power transfer with a net result of less generated 

power as illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The flow of events will bring the system to 

step 342.

Step 342 changes the direction of the parameter being manipulated in memory. It 

is important to recall that in order to change a direction, the previous value of that 

direction has to be established/retained, so as to allow a determination to be made either 

to continue in the same direction or to change direction.
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A key point to note is that the “Optimal Load Controller Method and Device” 

optimizes different loads and power transfer related parameters, using the properties of 

the “load controllers” that are able to memorize/retain and apply a load setting that is 

either dynamic (being optimized) or static (has been optimized) from one source of 

information, a device sending information about the magnitude of system power output 

(Also, see Table One: Alternator Load Controller Circuit & Generic Load Controller 

Circuit). In order to optimize a power transfer parameter, the load controller must be able 

to increase or decrease from that setting in memory at a predetermined rate that is 

appropriate for the power transfer parameter being manipulated, step 344. The other 

function of the load controller is to apply the load setting in memory to a medium that 

can physically apply the power transfer parameter being manipulated to the power 

generating system, step 346. The power optimization cycle is complete and the flow of 

control returns back to step 324 beginning another cycle.

This configuration accomplishes several things. By measuring/sampling system 

output power, what is actually being measured/sampled is not just the parameter being 

optimized, but the parameter being optimized relative to its (the load’s force, parameter 

power transfer property’s) effect on the whole system. As mentioned earlier with the 

motor alternator system example, a motor or a generator by itself will have its own 

optimal performance characteristics (such as RPM power relationships). Once they are 

tied together in a system, such as a motor driving a generator, the optimal performance 

parameters will change because one unit (the motor) will affect the performance of the 

other unit (the generator).

Figure 4

Fig 4 is a block diagram at a high level of abstraction of a second embodiment of 

the device. The mechanical power source 402 may be a turbine, an engine, a windmill, a 

wave energy device or any device that is used to perform mechanical work. Power 

transfer 404 may be visualized as a drive shaft allowing the motive device 402,to spin a 

continuously variable speed transmission 406. The continuously variable transmission 

406 is merely an example, however: a wide range of devices may be used. The 

continuously variable speed transmission 406 configures and transfers power originating 
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from the motive device 402 via power transfer 408, for example another drive shaft, to 

the variable load electricity-generating device 410. The continuously variable speed 

transmission and the variable electrical generating device are power transfer devices that 

present power transfer parameters that will be optimized by the “Optimal Load Controller 

Method and Device” in this configuration.

However, in alternative embodiments the power transfer 404,406,408 may itself 

be electricity, or may be hydraulic and so on, and the load 410, may be a device other 

titan an electricity generator.

RPM sensor 412 sends a signal 414 to the controller 416 that decides if to add one 

or more load(s), load adding, or to shed a load(s), load shedding, or maintain a load(s) 

that are placed on the generator based on engine speed. If the engine speed has met, or 

maintained the “turn on” threshold speed or a greater speed, then the controller will 

“decide” to add or maintain the power transfer parameters. If the engine speed is below 

the “turn on” threshold, the controller will remove loads. Adding/enabling and 

removing/disabling loads and other power transfer related parameters may be 

implemented electrically with a relay or by other means.

If there is a transition from off to on, various load control parameters will need to 

be initialized. The load selector 420 is signaled 418 by the controller 416 to initialize its 

settings (for example: start with generator load 410 or perhaps other parameters that are 

configuration dependent.). The load selector 420 sends an “enable signal” 422 or 424, to 

enable one of the load controllers 434 or 436. It is important to realize that only one load 

or power transfer parameter can be optimized at a time; one power transfer parameter is 

enabled or selected for optimization. All of the other power transfer parameters, that are 

to undergo optimization, are held at their last optimized power transfer setting until they 

are selected. The load selector will move on once its move on criterion (or criteria as the 

case may be) has been met: such as a certain count of optimization cycles has passed.

The “Load Selecting System” is being used in this configuration to demonstrate 

more than one power transfer parameter being optimized. In a system where there is only 

one power transfer parameter such as a variable load electrical generator, a “Load 

Selection System” is not needed.
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The load controllers 434 and 436 are signaled (signals 426 and 428 from 

controller 416) to be initialized and to apply a certain load setting upon start up that may 

have a power transfer direction of increasing or decreasing towards maximum power 

transfer, Figure 2, graph point 206. Loads, torques, counter torques and forces are 

generally initialized to be increasing in the direction of maximum power transfer. 

However, power transfer parameters may be initialized to either be increasing or 

decreasing in the direction of maximum power transfer, as appropriate. Lastly, the load 

controllers apply or remove loads based on RPM or speed with load adding/load 

shedding signals 430 and 432.

Once initialized, “Hie Optimal Load Controller Method and Device” is in its run 

mode and will continue optimizing power transfer parameters until the engine speed 

declines below the minimum run speed threshold. Optimization is implemented by 

obtaining an output power sample from a power measuring device 438 and sending it 440 

to the controller 416. System power output can be measured several ways using 

different approaches. Some measurements that may be sampled to indicate increases and 

decreases of system power output would include voltage, amperage, temperature, torque, 

force, rpm, and speed.

The controller’s Load Optimizing System determines if the power is increasing or 

decreasing. It does this by creating a past power sample by storing a current power 

sample and retrieving it later. The past power sample is compared with the current power 

sample. If the past power sample is greater than the current power sample, the power is 

determined to be decreasing. If the present power sample is greater than the past power 

sample, the power is increasing.

If the power is increasing, the direction of load control, increasing or decreasing, 

is maintained by the “selected” load controller signals 442 and 444 to load controllers 
434 and 436. If the power is decreasing, the direction of the load control is reversed with 

signal 442 and 444. Another cycle beginning with taking a power sample from the power 

sensor 438 optimizes further the current power transfer parameter that is controlled by 

either one of the load controllers 434 or 436 unless the load selector 420 “move on 

criterion” signal 446 has been met. If this is the case, the current optimization setting of 

the load controller in memory is “frozen”. It should be noted that die retention/memory 
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of a load position does not necessarily have to be implemented electronically. The 

application of the now static “load setting” in memory is persisted and applied to the 

current power transfer parameter. The next load controller is selected by the load selector 

420 to begin optimizing the next power transfer parameter. It is important to realize that 

by optimizing only one power transfer parameter at a time that parameter’s effect on 

power output is isolated.

Figure 5
Figure 5 is a block diagram of a third embodiment of the device. This diagram is 

one step lower in abstract than Figure 4, showing what is merely one possible example of 

how the circuits may be structured. Numerous variations are possible within the scope of 

the invention.

The mechanical power source 502 may be a turbine, an engine, a windmill, a 

wave energy device or any device that is used to perform mechanical work. Power 

transfer 504 may be visualized as a drive shaft allowing the motive device 502 to spin a 

continuously variable speed transmission 506. The transmission 506 configures and 

transfers power originating from the motive device 502 via power transfer 508 (for 

example: another drive shaft) to the variable load electricity-generating device 510.

However, in alternative embodiments the power transfer 504, 506,508 may itself 

be electricity, or may be hydraulic and so on, and the load 510 may be a device other than 

an electricity generator.

“Engine RPM Signal Circuit” 512 senses engine speed and sends a signal 514, a 

signal which “RPM Signal Circuit” 512 may well rectify, modulate, digitize or otherwise 

alter before sending a signal 514 to “On Off Circuit” 516. “On Off Circuit” 516 will 

“decide” if to add the load(s) or other power transfer parameters, load adding, or to shed a 

load(s) or other power transfer parameters, load shedding, or maintain a load(s) or other 

power transfer parameters placed on the generator based on engine speed. If “Engine 

RPM Signal Circuit” signal frequency 514 exceeds that of “Set Oscillator” frequency of 

“On Off Circuit” 516, or maintained “Engine RPM Circuit” signal frequency 514 exceeds 

the “turn on” threshold frequency, then “On Off Circuit” 516, will “decide” to add or 

maintain all applicable power transfer parameters/loads using signal lines 518 and 520. If 
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“Engine RPM Circuit” signal 514 is below the “turn off’ threshold, set by the variable 

oscillator and other circuit parameters, “On Off Circuit” 516 will remove the loads using 

signal lines 518 and 520. Adding/enabling and removing/disabling loads and other 

power transfer parameters may be implemented electrically with a relay or by other 

means.

If there is a transition from off to on, various load control parameters will need 

to be initialized. “Load Selector Circuit” 536 is signaled 524, by “On Off Circuit” 516 

to initialize its settings. For example: start by enabling the transmission “Load Controller 

Circuit” 538 in order to begin by optimizing the generating device load 510 or perhaps 

other power transfer parameters that are configuration dependent. Load Selector Circuit 

536 sends an “enable signal 532 to “Load Controller Circuit 538 or an enable signal 534 

to “Alternator Load Controller Circuit”. 540. It is important to realize that only one load 

or power transfer parameter can be optimized at a time. All of the other power transfer 

parameters that are to undergo optimization are not enabled and held at their last power 

transfer setting until they are selected. “Load Selector Circuit” 536 will select the next 
power transfer parameter to be optimized once its move on criterion has been met. In this 

implementation the move on criterion is a certain count of optimization cycles that have 

passed. Other implementations may use other move criteria such as a certain amount of 

time that has passed.

“On Off Circuit” 516 sends a signal 522 to “Load Control Reset Circuit” 526 

indicating when a transition from off to on has occurred based on RPM or speed. “Load 

Control Reset Circuit” 526 processes signal 522 and sends two initialization signals for 

this implementation: 528 and 530. Signal 528 signals “Load Controller Circuit” 538 and 

signal 530 signals “Alternator Load Controller Circuit” 540 to apply a predetermined 

power transfer parameter setting and a direction, increasing or decreasing, towards 

maximum power transfer.

“Load Controller Circuit” 538 and “Alternator Load Controller Circuit” 540 retain 

the direction of load, increasing or decreasing in memory, and therefore retain the 

initialized direction, increasing or decreasing, in memory as well. “Logic Circuits: A 

and B” 558 control the direction, increasing or decreasing, through signal lines 560 and 

562 of “Load Controller Circuit” 538 and “Alternator Load Controller Circuit” 540. The 
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direction of loading, increasing or decreasing, is applied with signal lines 560 and 562 to 

“Load Controller Circuit” 538 and “Alternator Load Controller Circuit” 540. A signal is 

sent over lines 560 and 562 when the power transfer application direction needs to be 

reversed. During initialization, the initialized power transfer direction is applied until 

“Logic Circuits” signal a reversal of direction to the enabled load controller, 538 or 540.

Once start up parameters have been initialized, the “Optimal Load Controller 

Method and Device” is in its run mode and will continue to optimize power transfer 

parameters until the engine speed declines below the minimum run speed threshold.

Dynamic optimization is implemented by obtaining an analog power sample from 

the “Power Sensor Circuit” 542, measuring system output power, and sending the signal 

544 to “Power Comparator Circuit” 554, where it is digitized. “Power Comparator 

Circuit”, 554, determines if the system output power is increasing or decreasing. It does 

this by creating a “past power” sample by storing a digitized current power sample and 

retrieving it from memory later. This rate of process is controlled by oscillator 548, 

which sends a clock signal 550 to “Delay Timing Signal Circuit”, 546 and also to Load 

Selector Circuit 536. Note that oscillator 548 is actually a part of “Delay Timing Signal 

Circuit”, 546, and is drawn separately in Figure 5 for easy understanding of its dual 

purpose. The “Delay Timing Signal Circuit” 546 provides the correct signals for the 

memory integrated circuits to store and retrieve digitized samples sent on 552. The 

retrieved past power sample is compared with the current power sample. If the past 

power sample is greater than the current power sample, the power is determined by 

“Power Comparator Circuit”, 554, to be decreasing. If the present power sample is 

greater than the past power sample, “Power Comparator Circuit” 554 determines that 

power is increasing. There is a possibility that the past sample is equal to the digitized 

present sample leading to an ambiguous result for the purpose of optimization.

The result of the power comparison is sent as a signal 556 to “Logic Circuits: A 

and B”, 558. “Logic Circuits: A and B”, 558, can be broken down into two parts: “Logic 

Circuit A” and “Logic Circuit B”. ‘Tower Comparator Circuit” signal 556 is processed 

by “Logic Circuit A” to eliminate the ambiguous possibility that the past sample equals 

the present sample. If the past sample equals the present sample, the last known unequal 

power direction (past power sample is greater than present power sample, or present 
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sample is greater than past sample) information is maintained and passed along to “Logic 

Circuit B”. If the past and present power samples are unequal, the result is simply 

passed on to “Logic Circuit B”. “Logic Circuit B” makes the actual decision either to 

increase or decrease the selected power transfer parameter. If the power is increasing, the 

selected load controller, either 538 or 540, through signals 560 or 562, maintains the 

direction of loading: increasing or decreasing. However, if “Power Comparator Circuit” 

554 determines that the power is decreasing, the direction of the power transfer parameter 

is reversed by “Logic Circuits A and B” 558 and a signal, 560 or 562, changes the power 

transfer parameter direction of the selected controller 538 or 540.

In order to increase or decrease the direction of the load setting, the load 

controllers, such as 538 or 540, have to be able to remember/retain the past position and 

then add or subtract from that load or power transfer parameter position at a controlled 

desirable rate. Once enabled by “Load Selector Circuit” 536, “Load Controller Circuit”, 

538, or “Alternator Load Controller Circuit” 540, accept the increase/decrease signal 560 

or 562, from “Logic Circuits” 558 and apply that direction at a specific rate that is 

controlled by a variable oscillator located within the “Load Controller Circuit” 538, and 

“Alternator Load Controller Circuit” 540. The variable oscillator permits the 

adjustment in the rate of power transfer application, increasing or decreasing, loading 

performed during optimization offering the flexibility to “time” the load controller for a 

specific power transfer parameter application. Other means to adjust the rate of 

increase/decrease of a power transfer parameters could include but are not limited to 

controlling the rate of an electrical servomotor, controlling voltage, electrical resistance, 

and fluid flow parameters.

As shown in Figure 5, “The Optimal Load Controller Method and Device” can be 

configured to control more than one power transfer parameter, as illustrated. It is able to 

achieve optimization by isolating and optimizing one power transfer parameter at a time; 

all other power transfer parameters are held in their last position. Therefore, load 

controller circuits, 538 and 540, also must have the ability to be enabled and disabled by 

“Load Selector Circuit” 536 in order to isolate one load at a time.

The ability to “remember” the load setting is a quality that also comes into play 

when more than one “Load Controller Circuit” is to be used. Each “Load Controller
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Circuit” that is disabled, not being increased or decreased, must be able to 

retain/remember the load or power transfer parameter setting while only one “Load 

Controller Circuit” optimizes a power transfer parameter dynamically. Finally, “Load 

Controller Circuit” 538 and “Alternator Load Controller Circuit” 540 must be able to 

apply the power transfer parameter setting to the power generating system in either a 

static mode or in a dynamic mode. “Load Controller Circuit” 538 and “Alternator Load 

Controller Circuit” 540 maintain the same load setting after being optimized until 

selected to be optimized again.

Another cycle, beginning with taking an output power sample from the “Power 

Sensor Circuit” 542 optimizes further the current power transfer parameter that is 

controlled by either one of the controllers, 538 or 540, unless “Load Selector Circuit’s” 

536 “move on” criterion has been met. The move on criterion may be implemented by 

using oscillator 548 and a counter to count the number of oscillator pulses, and therefore 

the number of “power samples”, because oscillator pulses are also controlling the rate of 

each power comparison cycle through the “Delay and Timing Signal Circuit”, 546. 
Once a certain number of pulses have been counted, the Load Selector Circuit 536 will 

select the next load controller circuit to optimize the next power transfer parameter.

If the move on criterion has been met, the current optimization setting of the 

controller circuit, 538 or 540, in memory is “frozen”. The application of the now static 

“load setting” in memory is persisted and applied to the current power transfer parameter. 

“Load Selector Circuit” 536 enables the next controller, either 538 or 540, to begin 

optimizing the next power transfer parameter.

The “Load Selector Circuit” 536 apart from acting in conjunction with controller 

circuits 538 and 540 to switch in and out loads and power transfer parameters to be 

optimized, also serves as a means to conserve circuitry or devices. Note how “Load 

Selector Circuit” 536, “Power Sensor Circuit” 542, “Delay Timing Signal Circuit” 546, 

“Power Comparator Circuit” 554, “Oscillator” 548 (part of “Delay Timing Signal 

Circuit” 546) and “Logic Circuits: A and B” 558 are all used to optimize different power 

transfer parameters. The same circuits or devices are being used for different 

applications! This configuration also makes adding other power transfer parameters 

relatively easy and inexpensive.
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Once again, Figure 2 is useful to illustrate the process of power transfer 

optimization and the effect of changing the application of a power transfer parameter on 

generated power. A power transfer parameter such as a load, torque, counter torque or 

force, may have its initial setting initialized to begin at graph point 202, or a value less 

than maximum power transfer and be initialized to increase towards maximum power 

transfer, graph point 206. However another type of power transfer parameter may also 

begin at graph point 210 or a value that is greater than graph point 206 and have an 

initialized setting direction decreasing towards maximum power transfer, graph point 

206.

As described, the optimization process will continue the direction of either 

increasing or decreasing the setting or application of the power transfer parameter until it 

reaches maximum power transfer, graph point 206. The direction of power transfer 

parameter application continues such that it is now either increasing or moving from 

graph point 206 towards graph point 208, or decreasing and moving from graph point 206 

towards graph point 204. As soon as the controller detects system power output to be 

declining, direction of the application of the power transfer parameter, increasing or 

decreasing is reversed. This process keeps the power transfer parameter application 

optimized for maximum power transfer from the power source to the electrical generating 

device.

It is also important to realize that the process of optimizing system power, from 

the power source to the system’s electromechanical variable load electrical generating 

device, includes transferring an amount of load, torque, counter torque, force or other 

power transfer parameters and combinations thereof less than an amount required to stall 

the driving motive source. As soon as the direction of a power transfer parameter is 

decreasing the power of the generator in the direction of a possible power source stall, its 

direction, increasing or decreasing is reversed and system power output once again 

begins increasing.

The ability of the dynamic quality of the “Optimal Load Controller Method and 

Device” to optimize one or more power transfer parameters dynamically in response to 

changes in system power output, makes the system itself extremely flexible such that it is 

able to adapt to varying conditions placed on the system and system parameters including 
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but not limited to: wear, different fuels or quality of fuels, changes in loads and other 

power transfer parameters, changes in the load placed on system power out, electrical 

load placed on an electrical generator and changes in the input power. For example, 

suppose a higher grade of fuel increases power output of the motive device driving the 

electromechanical variable load generator, in the same manner as a throttle. The system 

will then appropriately and automatically adjust the electromechanical load of the 

generator to seek out maximum power transfer incorporating the new and greater power 

input by the power source. It is important to note how a change in the quality of a 

parameter affecting power output, such as the quality of fuel, may require the adjustment 

of one or more power transfer parameters to attain maximum power output of the power 

generating system; changes in one power transfer parameter may require optimization of 

other power transfer parameters.

It should be noted that where one circuit/device is used in the embodiment of 

Figure 5, two circuits/devices or more and other circuit/device configurations may be 

implemented to achieve the same function as the circuit block heading. For example, one 

oscillator could be used along with a counter, or multiple counters instead, to access 

different frequencies required of the system. Other parts of the system may, if desired, be 

made redundant. Note in particular that more than one type of power sensor may be 

used. For example: engine temperature or turbine pressure or wind speeds or the like 
may be measured.

Table One discusses another alternative embodiment of these circuits in greater 
detail.

TABLE ONE

Engine RPM Signal Circuit

• Create engine speed signal that has a frequency proportional to the driving engine 

speed.
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On Off Circuit

• The purpose of the “On Off Circuit” is to provide a flexible means to select and

continuously monitor an engine speed at which to apply and remove the generator 

electromechanical load and other power transfer related parameters/loads to and 

from the driving motive source. .

o There is a “turn on” or apply load(s) RPM “set value” and a “turn off” or 

remove load(s) RPM “set value”.

o This is implemented by comparing the RPM signal created by the “Engine 

RPM Circuit” to the signal of a variable set oscillator to provide a “turn 

on” RPM set point.

o The “turn off” set point is based on the “turn on” set point.

■ The “turn off” set point is implemented by making it an RPM 

value that is less than the “turn on” RPM value and is adjustable.

■ It is important to realize that the “turn off” set point has to be a 

value less than the “turn on” set point to avoid ambiguity.

o If the frequency of the “Engine RPM Signal” is higher than the set 

oscillator the generator/altemator load, and other power transfer 

parameters are enabled/applied where applicable.

o If the frequency of the Engine RPM Signal is lower than the “Set On Off 

Oscillator” the generator/altemator load, and other power transfer 

parameters are disabled/removed where applicable or may also be set to a 

minimum.

o Enabling or disabling loads may be implemented electrically with a relay 

or by some other means.

• In order to control the load, the system has to “know” when the load has been 

applied or removed. The “On/Off Circuit” creates a short signal to initialize 

circuits once the accelerating engine RPM exceeds the “turn on” speed threshold 

indicating a transition from “off “to “on”.

• If the engine RPM value remains above the “turn on” threshold, the “Optimal 

Load Controller Method and Device” will begin optimizing power transfer 
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parameters for maximum power transfer from the driving motive source to 

generated power out.

Load Controller Reset Circuit
In order to control the load, the system has to “know” when the load has been 

applied or removed. The “On/Off Circuit” creates a short signal, sent to the “Load 

Controller Reset Circuit”, to initialize circuits once the accelerating engine RPM 

exceeds the “turn on” speed threshold indicating a transition from “off “ to “on”. The 

“Load Controller Reset Circuit” uses the “off” to “on” transition signal generated by 

the “On/Off Circuit” to initialize load controller settings:

• Initialize power transfer parameter beginning application intensity/setting & load 

controller initialization signal:

o The “Load Controllers” (“Alternator Load Controller”, or the “Generic 

Load Controllers)”) are signaled by the “Load Controller Reset Circuit” 

to initialize load controllers to apply a predetermined application setting of 

a power transfer parameter on start up.

• Initialize the direction of the power transfer parameter to be increasing or 

decreasing towards maximum power transfer. Note that while the figures depict 

initialization data input to the load controllers, it may in other embodiments be 

done in the logic circuit or a combination of both, or elsewhere.

Power Sensor Circuit

The purpose of the “Power Sensor Circuit” is to convey electrical generated 

power strength information that can be used by the ‘Tower Comparator Circuit” in 

the form of a “power strength signal”.

• Generated power output changes may be detected in a variety of ways that may be 

dependent on application such as but not limited to:

o Voltage sensor (voltmeter)

o Amperage sensor (ammeter)

o Temperature sensor (thermistor)

o Power sensor (wattmeter)
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o Torque & RPM measurements

o Pressure sensor

• The power-sensing device needs to give information regarding the output power 

such that the “Power Comparator Circuit” can determine if the power is 

increasing or decreasing.

• The “Power Sensor Circuit” uses information originating from one “point”, in this 

implementation electrical power from the output of the generator/altemator power 

generation system.

Power Comparator Circuit
The main purpose of the “Power Comparator” is to determine the direction of system 

output power: is the power increasing or is the power decreasing and to provide that 

information to “ Logic Circuits A & B”, utilizing the following steps:

• Digitize the analog power sample originating from the “Power Sensor Circuit” 

with an analog to digital converter so it can be stored and manipulated in digital 

format.

• Determine the direction of power by comparing two samples taken at two 

different points in time:

o The more recent or “current’’ sample is taken directly off of the analog to 

digital converter.

o The older or “past” sample has been stored and then retrieved delaying it 

in time: it is older than the “current” sample. By comparing two samples 

taken at different times the “Power Comparator Circuit” can determine if:

■ The power is increasing: the more recent measurement is greater 

than the older sample.

■ The power is decreasing: the more recent measurement is less than 

the older sample.

• The result of the “Power Comparator Circuit” is sent to the “Logic Circuits”, or 

more precisely, first to “Logic Circuit A” for signal processing.
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Logic Circuits: A and B
The “Logic Circuits” can be viewed as the “brains” of the system. It takes the result 

of the ’’Power Comparator Circuit” and determines the direction of the selected load, 

which is applied by one or more “Load Controller Circuits”.

• The “Logic Circuits” can be divided into two parts: “Logic Circuit A” and “Logic 

Circuit B”

• “Logic Circuit A”:

o The result of the “Power Comparator Circuit” power comparison is 

received by “Logic Circuit A”.

o The digitized sample that has been “compared” by the “Power Comparator 

Circuits” emits three possibilities:

■ The present sample is greater than the past sample

■ The past sample is greater than the present sample

• The past sample is equal to the present sample.

o “Logic Circuit A” receives two of those possibilities: present sample is 

greater than past sample or the past sample is greater than the present 

sample.

o The third possibility that occurs in a digital format, that present sample is 

equal to the past sample, is not sent though it is occurring in the Power 

Comparator Circuit.

o The purpose of “Logic Circuit A” is to eliminate the ambiguous possibility 

that the past sample equals the present sample.

o The object of this circuit is to “lock” in a load direction, increasing or 

decreasing, until the other direction becomes true.

o If the past equals the present, the last known unequal power direction (past 

power sample is greater than present power sample or present sample is 

greater than past sample) information is maintained and passed along to 

“Logic circuit B”.

o If the past and present power samples are unequal, the result is simply 

passed on to “Logic circuit B”.
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• “Logic Circuit B”:

o Receives a processed signal from “Logic Circuit A” on the status of the 

“direction of power”.

o Remembers the direction of the load: is it increasing or decreasing.

o “Logic Circuit B” makes the actual decision to change the direction of 

loading in memory (increase/decrease), which then is applied to the 

selected power transfer parameter “Load Control Circuit”.

■ If the power is increasing, the “selected” “Load Controller Circuit” 

maintains the direction of loading, either increasing or decreasing.

■ However, if the ’’Power Comparator Circuit” determines that the 

power is decreasing, the direction of the load control is reversed by 

a signal sent from “Logic Circuit B” to the “Load Control Circuit”.

■ It is important to note that “Logic Circuit B” sends a signal to the 

“Load Controller Circuit” to change the direction of the load or 

power transfer parameter only when the power is decreasing.

Alternator Load Controller Circuit
The “Alternator Load Controller” behaves as interface between “Logic Circuits” 

and the electricity-generating device. It is used to physically control the specific 

requirements of generator/altemator loading.

• The “Alternator Load Controller” has several different qualities that are required 

of all load controllers to control power transfer parameters:

o Set the direction of the power transfer parameter: since it is an 

electromechanical load it needs to be increasing towards maximum power 

transfer.

o It must be able to receive and respond to the power transfer direction 

result of the “Logic Circuits” increasing/decreasing.

o It must be able to remember/retain the past load or power transfer 

parameter setting as a reference to increase or decrease from this load or 

power transfer parameter setting.
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o It must increase/decrease the load or power transfer parameter at a specific 

rate that is appropriate for the system.

o It must be able to be enabled or disabled for optimization. When more 

than one load is being controlled in a system, the system must be able to 

enable one load controller and to freeze the position or application setting 

of all other additional load controllers. Therefore, each load controller 

must maintain the same power transfer parameter application setting after 

being optimized until it is optimized again.

o The “Load Controller Circuit” must be able apply the load setting to the 

load or power transfer parameter being controlled.

Generic Load Controller Circuit (Load Controller Circuit)

The “Generic Load Controller Circuit” serves as interface between “Logic 

Circuits” and power transfer parameters. It is used to physically control general 

requirements of power generation system power transfer parameters.

• The purpose of the “Generic Load Controller” is to have one Load Controller 

Circuit configuration that can be implemented easily to control a wide variety of 

loads.

• Once “fitted” to control a power transfer parameter using the “Optimal Load 

Controller Method and Device” it has been labeled in diagrams as “Load 

Controller Circuit”.

• The “Generic Load Controller” has several different functions that are required of 

all load controllers to control the load or power transfer parameter:

o It will initialize loads or power transfer parameters to be either increasing 

or decreasing towards maximum power transfer.

o It must be able to receive and respond to the load or power transfer 

direction result of the “Logic Circuits”, increasing or decreasing.

o It must be able to remember/retain the past load setting as a reference to 

increase or decrease from this load setting point.

o It must increase or decrease the power transfer parameter at a specific rate 

that is appropriate for the system.
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o It must be able to be enabled or disabled for optimization. When more 

than one load or power transfer parameter is being controlled in a system, 

the system must be able to enable one load controller and to freeze the 

application setting of all other additional load controllers. Therefore, each 

load controller must maintain and apply the same load or power transfer 

parameter setting after being optimized until it is selected for optimization 

again.

o The load controller must be able apply the load setting to the load or 

power transfer parameter being controlled.

• The key to having a “Generic Load Controller” is to have a compatible load 

controller to load interface, which covers a wide range of control interfaces.

• There are many different methods used to control a load. What is important is to 

have outputs that are compatible and easy to interface with common loads or 

power transfer parameters. This condition is met by providing a wide range of 

load interface outputs that are commonly used.

• The load controller interface outputs that may be used among others are:
o 5 V: Analog (D/A converter output) that increases and decreases at a 

predetermined rate.

o 12 V: Variable analog out that increases and decreases at a predetermined 

rate.

o 5V: 8-bit Digital out

o 12 V: reversible polarity

Load Selector Circuit .

The purpose of the “Selector Circuit” is to provide a means for the “Optimal Load 

Controller Method and Device” to optimize more than one component of the 

engine/system that it controls.

• The configuration of the “Optimal Load Controller Method and Device” lends 

itself to optimizing multiple loads and power transfer parameters based on 

sampling system output power at one point.
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• The “Load Selector Circuit” is used only when more that one power transfer 

parameter is being used.

• The “Load Selector Circuit” provides the ability to control more than one power 

transfer parameter:

o The “Load Selector Circuit” enables one load/parameter to be selected for 

optimization at a time while all other load controllers are disabled and 

holding their load position. This isolates the effect of manipulating a 

power transfer parameter such that a logical decision can be made: to 

increase or decrease the power transfer parameter setting based on how it 

influences output power.

o The enabled “Load Controller Circuit” can increase or decrease load 

setting from signals it receives from the “Logic Circuits”.

o All other load controllers are disabled and hold the last optimized setting, 

o The “Load Selector Circuit” may receive a signal to be initialized by the 

“On Off Circuit” to begin with a certain load/parameter to be optimized.

o It may select loads sequentially.

END TABLE ONE

In regard to startup, shut down and run modes, the “Load Engaging System” will 

determine the state of power transfer parameters; how and when they are applied. For 

example: the device may not have achieved operating performance sufficient to allow it 

to run against a load, stranding the device near graph point 102 of Figure 1. The device 

may also fall below the minimum RPM and load shedding will occur. Under such 

conditions, temporary removal or alteration of the load is desirable. Table Two 

discusses the application and removal of loads and power transfer parameters under 
various conditions.
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TABLE TWO

The device and method of the controller may have the following characteristics:

1. Facilitating stall free startup of thermodynamic engines and any power 

sources used to perform mechanical work in the generation of electrical power 

by providing a load free startup that is implemented by applying loads, 

torques, counter torques, forces and other power transfer parameters and 

combinations thereof at a desired RPM or speed.

2. Applying loads, torques, counter torques, forces and other power transfer 

parameters and combinations thereof once the power source has reached a 

predetermined “turn on” RPM or speed reduces the loading, torques, counter 

torques and forces that may otherwise increase performance requirements in 

equipment such as the starters that have to exert more force, increase size or 

weight requirements in these components and increase wear of these 

components.

3. Applying loads, torques, counter torques, forces and other power transfer 

parameters and combinations thereof only when the accelerating power source 

has reached a predetermined “turn on” RPM or speed. This permits 

thermodynamic engines or other power sources to reach a desired RPM or 

speed load free and quickly, boosting performance by allowing a power 

source to reach a predetermined RPM or speed, without the time delay that 

loads, forces, counter torques, torques or other power transfer parameters and 

combinations thereof will cause if they were applied sooner.

4. Offering flexibility in selecting a “turn on” RPM or speed that can vary 

between power generating applications.
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5. Offering flexibility in selecting a “turn off” RPM or speed, that can vary 

between power generating applications, to remove loads, torques, counter 

torques, forces and other power transfer parameters and combinations thereof 

only when the decelerating power source has reached a predetermined “turn 

off’ RPM or speed, which may be applied in a variety of applications 

including: a thermodynamic engine or any power source that may require a 

minimum engine speed or RPM, a means to quickly remove 

altemator/generator loading, torques, counter torques, forces and other related 

power transfer parameter loads, combinations thereof preventing a possible 

power source or engine stall.

6. The process of optimizing power transfer parameters is inherently stall free; 

when power is decreasing the selected and isolated power transfer parameter’s 

application direction is reversed to increase system output power.

END TABLE TWO

TABLE THREE

Working Model Description: Figure 7
Functionally Figure 7 is the same as figure 5 except there it is configured to 

manipulate one power transfer parameter, torque applied by the alternator to the driving 

motive source. The block diagram circuit labeling corresponds with those described in 

Table One.

Of various models tested, the following are the highlights of one model. This working 

model of the Optimal Load Controller Method and Device comprises:

• A Source of power

o Electric motor: Central Machinery 6” Bench Grinder, Item # 39797, Ά 

Hp.ll5V 60HZ.3.5 A
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• An electricity-generating device driven by the source of power.

o Motorcraft 12V 60 A generator/altemator driven by a horsepower 

electric grinder motor.

• A load to consume electrical power generated by the generating device.

o The electrical load is an array of 5 * 50-watt automotive headlights 

provides

o The lights are in a parallel configuration and can be switched into the 

circuit or out of the circuit to vary the electrical load. System adjusted to 

varied load.

o Lights provide a visual feedback of power optimization.

• A controller configured to use the following subsystems:

o Load Engaging System: power transfer parameter engagement 

comprising:

■ Engine RPM Signal Circuit

■ On Off Circuit

■ Load Control Reset Circuit

■ Load Controller

o Load Selecting System: power transfer parameter selection:

■ This working system is optimizing the impact of one power 

transfer parameter, the variable load generator, and its effect on 

generated system power output.

■ Note that because of the “Optimal Load Controller Method and 

Device” configuration, circuits or devices, sampling system power 
output to determine the direction of power, can be configured for 

reuse with other power transfer parameters or applications.

■ Also, this system can be configured to optimize two or more power 

transfer parameters with the addition of the selector circuit to 

isolate the effect of system power out each power transfer 

parameter being manipulated.

o Load Optimizing System: power transfer parameter optimizing:
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■ Power Sensor Circuit, samples generated power

■ Delay timing Circuit

■ Power Comparator Circuit

■ Logic Circuits: A and B

■ Alternator Load Controller Circuit

System Configuration

• Illustrated in Figure 7

Circuit Descriptions

• More detailed circuit functions are described in Table 1.

Parts General

• Power Supply (12 V and 5V):
Comp USA 300 Watt ATX Switching Power Supply, Model Number: KPw- 

5250F-ATX

• Circuit Supplies
o Integrated circuits: registers, comparators, counters, up/down counters, 

operational amplifiers, A/D converter, D/A converter, relays, 555 Timers, 

logic circuits

o Transistors, LEDs, infrared LED, infrared detector, resistors, breadboards

END TABLE THREE

This disclosure is provided to allow practice of the invention by those skilled in the 

art without undue experimentation, including the best mode presently contemplated and 

the presently preferred embodiment. Nothing in this disclosure or the accompanying 

diagrams is taken to limit the scope of the invention, which is susceptible to numerous 

alterations, equivalents and substitutions without departing from this scope and spirit of 

the invention. The scope of the invention is to be understood from the appended claims.
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LISTING OF CLAIMS

5 WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

Claim L(new)
1. A controller configured to optimize generated power output by a power '
generation system thereby ensuring said power generation system’s efficiency wherein 

10 said power generation system comprises:
at least one source of power;
at least one load consuming energy from said source of power;
one or more power transfer parameters having values that can be increased or decreased 
and held constant by a transducer device operatively connected to said controller;

15 wherein said controller comprises the following operationally connected and structurally 
interrelated components:

a read write memory;
one or more of said transducer devices that can increase, decrease and hold a

20

25

setting value of said one or more power transfer parameters and are 
responsive to the output result signals originating from the data processor 

an output power sensor operatively connected to said data processor that measure* 
and captures indicated power output of said power generation system in a 
form recognizable by said data processor;

said data processor comprising logic circuitry configured to:
receive and process input data indicating system power output from said

output power sensor, processing said input in accordance with 
instructions stored in its memory and producing said output result 
signals;

select one power transfer parameter for optimization by one of said 
transducer devices and to hold other of said transducer devices, 
controlling the value of said power transfer parameter’s settings,
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3 that are operatively connected to said power generation system for 

optimization by said controller, constant in their last setting, 

isolating said selected power transfer parameter for optimization; 

optimize said power output by a power generation system by increasing or 

5 decreasing a setting value controlling said selected power transfer

parameter’s value as required to optimize said power generation 

system power output based on the power generating system’s 

power output measurements obtained from said output power 

sensor;

10 function to iteratively optimize each of said one or more power transfer

parameters operatively connected to said data processing system 

progressing from said selected power transfer parameter to said 

next power transfer parameter selected for optimization;

produce said output result signals, based on processing said input by said

15 logic circuitry, which are received by said one or more transducer

devices independently controlling the values of said one or more 

power transfer parameters.

20 Claim 2. (new)

2. Said controller of claim 1, wherein said one or more power transfer parameters 

can be characterized as thermal, mechanical, electrical or chemical function/variable or as 

combinations thereof.

25

Claim 3. (new)

3. Said controller of claim 1, wherein a modification implemented by said data 

processor comprises increasing or decreasing a value related to said selected power

30 transfer parameter value during an isolation phase.
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Claim 4. (new)
4. Said controller of claim I, wherein said processor continues to retrieve input from 

said power output sensor and to make dynamic modifications optimizing said generated 

power output by increasing or decreasing a value related to said selected power transfer

5 parameter, changing its direction, thereby enabling said controller to adapt to changing 

conditions of said power generation system.

Claim 5. (new)

5. Said controller of claim 1 further comprises:

10 receiving and processing a signal indication of said output power

originating from said output power sensor;

selecting a power transfer parameter for optimization while holding other 

of said power transfer parameters, that are operatively connected to 

said power generation system for optimization by said controller,

15 constant in their last setting;

controlling optimization of said power generation system’s power output 

by increasing or decreasing a setting controlling the value of the 

selected power transfer parameter based on said indicated power 

output of said power generation system.
20

Claim 6. (new)

6. Said controller of claim 1 further comprises :

optimizing each power transfer parameter operatively connected to said 

controller progressing from said selected power transfer parameter 

25 to the next selected parameter; and

holding said other power transfer parameters values constant in their last 

setting isolating said selected power transfer power transfer 

parameter being optimized by said controller.

30
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Claim 7. (new)
7. Said controller of claim 1, wherein said controller can be iteratively operated to 

optimize said power transfer parameters.

> Claim 8. (new)
8. Said controller of claim 1, optimizing system power output from the source of 

power, wherein said power transfer parameter selected for optimization value is increased 

or decreased by said controller based on the result of direction of output power, 

increasing or decreasing, implemented by comparing delayed power output

0 measurements to more recent power output measurements originating from said power 

output sensor.

Claim 9. (new)

9. Said controller according to claim 1, wherein said data processor is operative to

5 repeatedly optimize said selected power transfer parameter during operation of said 

power generation system.

Claim 10. (new)

10. Said controller of claim 1 further comprises setting a rate of change, increasing or

:0 decreasing, that is appropriate for the application of each individual power transfer

parameter in said power generation system.

Claim 11. (new)

11. Said controller of claim 1 wherein said logic circuitry is operative to optimize said 

’5 one or more power transfer parameters during operation of said power generation system.

30
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Claim 12. (new)
12. A method operable by a controller to optimize generated output power by a power 
generation system thereby ensuring said power generation system’s efficiency wherein 
said method comprises the steps of:

providing a power generation system comprising:
at least one source of power;
at least one load consuming energy from said source of power;
one or more power transfer parameters having values that can be increased 

or decreased and held constant by a transducer device operatively 
connected to said controller;

providing said controller comprising the following operationally connected and 
structurally interrelated components:

a read write memory;
one or more of said transducer devices that can increase, decrease and hold a 

setting value of said one or more power transfer parameters and are 
responsive to the output result signals originating from the data 
processor;

an output power sensor operatively connected to said data processor that measures 
and captures indicated power output of said power generation system in a 
form recognizable by said data processor;

said data processor comprising logic circuitry configured to: I

receive and process input data indicating system power output from said | 

output power sensor, processing said input in accordance with 
instructions stored in its memory and producing said output result signals; 

select one power transfer parameter for optimization by one of said 
transducer devices and to hold other of said transducer devices, 
controlling the value of said power transfer parameter’s settings, 
that are operatively connected to said power generation system for 
optimization by said controller, constant in their last setting, 
isolating said selected power transfer parameter for optimization;

30
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decreasing a setting value controlling said selected power transfer 

parameter’s value as required to optimize said power generation system 

power output based on the power generating system’s power output 

measurements obtained from said output power sensor;

function to iteratively optimize each of said one or more power transfer 

parameters operatively connected to said data processing system 

progressing from said selected power transfer parameter setting 

to said next power transfer parameter selected for optimization;

) produce said output result signals, based on processing said input by said

logic circuitry, which are received by said one or more transducer 

devices independently controlling the values of said one or more 

power transfer parameters.

5

Claim 13. (new)

13. Said method of optimizing generated power output of a power generation system,

according to claim 12, comprising the steps of:

0 controlling a settings of said one or more power transfer parameters using said

data processor;

said processor receiving data indicating said power output from said power output 

sensor;

said processor determining a direction of change of output power, increasing 

:5 decreasing, by comparing a delayed output power measurement to a more

recent power output measurements);

selecting one power transfer parameter for optimization by said processor; 

varying the value of the selected power transfer parameter so as to optimize 

the transfer of power by either increasing or decreasing the value of the 

30 selected power transfer parameter based upon the result of the comparison

of output measurements.
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Claim 14 (new)
5 14. Said method of optimizing generated power output of a power generation system,

according to claim 12, comprising the step of:

said processor continuing to retrieve input from said power output sensor and to 

make dynamic modifications optimizing said generated power output by 

increasing or decreasing a value related to said selected power transfer parameter, 

10 changing its direction, thereby enabling said controller to adapt to changing

conditions of said power generation system.

Claim 15 (new)

15. Said method of optimizing generated power output of a power generation system, 

15 according to claim 12, comprising the steps of said controller:

receiving and processing a signal indication of power output of said power 

generation system;

selecting a power transfer parameter for optimization while holding other of said 

power transfer parameters, that are operatively connected to said power 

20 generation system for optimization constant in their last setting;

controlling optimization of said power generation system’s power output by 

increasing or decreasing a setting controlling said selected power transfer 

parameter’s value based on the indicated power output of said power 

generation system.

25
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Claim 16 (new)
16. Said method of optimizing generated power output of a power generation system, 

5 according to claim 12, comprising the steps of said controller:
iteratively optimizing each power transfer parameter operatively connected to said 

controller system product, progressing from the selected parameter io the 
next selected parameter; and

holding other power transfer parameters constant in their last setting, isolating
10 said selected power transfer power transfer parameter being optimized byI 

said load optimizing system.

Claim 17. (new)
17. Said controller of claim 12, wherein said controller can be iteratively operated to

15 optimize power transfer parameters.

Claim 18. (new)
18. Said controller of claim 12 further comprises setting a rate of change, increasing 
or decreasing, that is appropriate for the application of each individual power transfer

20 parameter in said power generation system.

Claim 19. (new)
19. Said controller of claim 12 wherein said logic circuitry is operative to optimize 
said one or more power transfer parameters during operation of said power generation

25 system.

30
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Claim 20. (new)
20. A computer program product stored in a computer readable, recordable-type

5 medium and operable by a controller configured to optimize generated power output by a 
power generation system thereby ensuring said power generation system’s efficiency 
wherein said power generation system comprises: 
at least one source of power;
at least one load consuming energy from said source of power;

10 one or more power transfer parameters having values that can be increase 

or decreased and held constant by a transducer device operatively
connected to said controller;

wherein said controller comprises the following operationally connected and structurally 
interrelated components:

J5 a read write memory  ;
one or more of said transducer devices that can increase, decrease and hold a 

setting value of said one or more power transfer parameters and are 
responsive to the output result signals originating from the data processor,

20

25

an output power sensor operatively connected to said data processor that measures 
and captures indicated power output of said power generation system in a 
form recognizable by said data processor;

said data processor comprising logic circuitry configured to:
receive and process input data indicating system power output from said

output power sensor, processing said input in accordance with 
instructions stored in its memory and producing said output result
signals;

select one power transfer parameter for optimization by one of said
transducer devices and to hold other of said transducer devices,

30
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isolating said selected power transfer parameter for optimization; 

optimize said power output by a power generation system by increasing or 

decreasing a setting value controlling said selected power transfer 

5 parameter’s value as required to optimize said power generation

system power output based on the power generating system’s 

power output measurements obtained from said output power 

sensor;

function to iteratively optimize each of said one or more power transfer

10 parameters operatively connected to said data processing system

progressing from said selected power transfer parameter 

to said next power transfer parameter selected for optimization;

produce said output result signals, based on processing said input by said 

logic circuitry, which are received by said one or more transducer 

15 devices independently controlling the values of said one or more

power transfer parameters.

Claim 21. (new)

21. Said program product of claim 20 comprises the following instructions:

20 instruction(s) for receiving and processing a signa) indication of power

output of said power generation system from said power output 

sensor;

instruction(s) that select(s) a power transfer parameter for optimization 

while holding all other of said power transfer parameters, that are 

25 operatively connected to said power generation system for

optimization by said controller, constant at their last setting value;

instruction(s) controlling optimization of said power generation system’s 

power output by instructing to increase or decrease a setting 

controlling the selected power transfer parameter’s value based on 

30 the indicated power output of said power generation system.
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Claim 22 (new)
22. Said computer program product optimizing generated power output of said power

5 generation system according to claim 20 further comprises:

said selection instruction(s) to iteratively optimize each power transfer parameter 

operatively connected to said controller system product, progressing from 

the selected parameter to the next selected parameter; and

10

said selection instruction(s) holding other power transfer parameters constant at 

their last setting thereby effectively isolating said system power output, 

while said selected one power transfer parameter is optimized by said load 

optimizing system ensuring said power generation system efficiency.

Claim 23 (new)

15 23. Said computer program product optimizing generated power output of said power

generation system according to claim 20 further comprises;

instructions to receive and process said indicated power measurements originating 

from said power output sensor;

20

25

instructions to determine the direction of change of said power output, increasing 

or decreasing, by comparing a stored value indicating said power output to 

a more recent value indicating said power output; and

instructions to vary the selected power transfer parameter’s value so as to 

optimize the transfer of power by either increasing or decreasing the 

power transfer parameter’s value based upon the result of the comparison 

of said indicated power output values.

Claim 24 (new)

24.

generation system according to claim 102, wherein said instruction(s) are operative to

30 optimize subsequently selected power transfer parameters during operation of said power 

generation system.
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Claim 25 (new)
25. Said computer program product optimizing generated power output of said power

5 generation system according to claim 20, wherein said instructions are operative to 

repeatedly optimize said selected power transfer parameters) during operation of said 

power generation system.

Claim 26. (new)

10 26. Said computer program product optimizing generated power output of said power

generation system according to claim 20, wherein said instructions are operative to 

setting a rate of change, increasing or decreasing, that is appropriate for the application of 

each individual power transfer parameter in said power generation system.

15 Claim 27. (new)

27. Said computer program product optimizing generated power output of said power 

generation system according to claim 20, wherein said instructions are operative to 

optimize said one or more power transfer parameters during operation of said power 

generation system.

20

25
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